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Abstract

Emphatic Temporal Difference (TD) methods are a class of off-policy Reinforcement Learn-
ing (RL) methods involving the use of followon traces. Despite the theoretical success of
emphatic TD methods in addressing the notorious deadly triad of off-policy RL, there are
still two open problems. First, followon traces typically suffer from large variance, making
them hard to use in practice. Second, though Yu (2015) confirms the asymptotic conver-
gence of some emphatic TD methods for prediction problems, there is still no finite sample
analysis for any emphatic TD method for prediction, much less control. In this paper,
we address those two open problems simultaneously via using truncated followon traces in
emphatic TD methods. Unlike the original followon traces, which depend on all previous
history, truncated followon traces depend on only finite history, reducing variance and en-
abling the finite sample analysis of our proposed emphatic TD methods for both prediction
and control.

Keywords: off-policy learning, emphatic methods, finite sample analysis, reinforcement
learning, approximate value iteration

1. Introduction

Off-policy learning, where an agent learns a policy of interest (target policy) while following
a different policy (behavior policy), is arguably one of the most important techniques in
Reinforcement Learning (RL, Sutton and Barto 2018). Off-policy learning can improve the
sample efficiency (Lin, 1992; Sutton et al., 2011) and safety (Dulac-Arnold et al., 2019) of
RL algorithms. However, they can be unstable if combined with function approximation
and bootstrapping, two arguably indispensable ingredients for RL algorithms to work at
scale. This instability is known as the notorious deadly triad (Chapter 11 of Sutton and
Barto 2018).

Emphatic Temporal Difference methods are a class of off-policy Temporal Difference
(TD, Sutton 1988) methods first proposed by Sutton et al. (2016) to address the deadly
triad. Compared with gradient TD methods (Sutton et al., 2008, 2009), another class of
off-policy TD methods that address the deadly triad, emphatic TD (ETD) methods usually
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have better asymptotic performance guarantees (Kolter, 2011; Hallak et al., 2016). The key
idea of emphatic TD methods is the followon trace, a recursively computed scalar depend-
ing on all previous history that reweights the naive off-policy TD (Chapter 11.1 of Sutton
and Barto 2018) updates, first introduced in ETD(λ) (Sutton et al., 2016). In addition
to ETD(λ), variants have been proposed such as ETD(λ, β) (Hallak et al., 2016), which
allows for additional bias-variance tradeoff, and NETD (Jiang et al., 2021), which copes
with multi-step TD methods like VTrace (Espeholt et al., 2018). Emphatic TD methods
have enjoyed both theoretical and empirical success. For example, Yu (2015) confirms the
asymptotic convergence of ETD(λ) under general conditions; Jiang et al. (2021) demon-
strate state-of-the-art performance of several NETD-based algorithms in certain Arcade
Learning Environment (Bellemare et al., 2013) settings. Nonetheless, there are still two
open problems.

1. The followon trace can have infinite variance, as demonstrated by Sutton et al. (2016).
As a result, Sutton and Barto (2018) report that though ETD(λ) is proven to be
convergent, in Baird’s counterexample (Baird, 1995), a commonly used benchmark
for testing off-policy RL algorithms, “it is nigh impossible to get consistent results in
computational experiments” (Chapter 11.9 of Sutton and Barto 2018) for ETD(λ).
To lower the variance introduced by the followon trace, Hallak et al. (2016) introduce
an additional hyperparameter β for bias-variance trade-off in computing the followon
trace, resulting in ETD(λ, β). When β is sufficiently small, Hallak et al. (2016) prove
that the variance of the followon trace is bounded. Hallak et al. (2016), however,
also require β to be sufficiently large such that the expected update of ETD(λ, β) is
contractive, which plays a key role in bounding the performance of the fixed point
of ETD(λ, β). Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that such a β (i.e., a β that is
both sufficiently small and sufficiently large) always exists. Later on, Zhang et al.
(2020b) propose to learn the expectation of the followon trace directly by employing
a second function approximator and use the learned followon trace to reweight the
naive off-policy TD updates. However, little can be said about the quality of the
learned followon trace. It, therefore, remains an open problem to design a theoretically
grounded method to reduce the variance introduced by the followon trace.

2. Twenty years after the seminal work Tsitsiklis and Roy (1996) confirming the asymp-
totic convergence of TD(λ), finite sample analysis of TD methods were obtained for
both prediction (Dalal et al., 2018; Lakshminarayanan and Szepesvári, 2018; Bhan-
dari et al., 2018; Srikant and Ying, 2019) and control (Zou et al., 2019). Though Yu
(2015) confirms the asymptotic convergence of ETD(λ), we still do not have finite
sample analysis for any emphatic TD method even for prediction problems, much less
control.

In this paper, we address these two problems simultaneously by using truncated followon
traces instead of the original followon trace in Section 4 for prediction problems and extend
the results to control problems in Sections 5 and 6. Truncated traces are introduced by
Yu (2012, 2015, 2017) as an intermediate mathematical tool in proofs to understand the
asymptotic behavior of some least-square TD methods (e.g., off-policy LSTD(λ) in Yu 2012,
emphatic LSTD(λ) in Yu 2015) and gradient TD methods (e.g., GTD(λ) in Sutton et al.
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2009) for prediction. In this paper, we instead use truncated followon traces algorithmically
as a tool for variance reduction for both prediction and control. Whereas the original
followon trace depends on all previous history, the truncated followon trace depends on
only finite history. Consequently, the variance of truncated followon traces is immediately
bounded. We refer to emphatic TD methods that involve this truncated followon traces
as truncated emphatic TD methods. Moreover, we show that under certain conditions on
their length, truncated followon traces maintain all the desirable properties of the original
followon trace, enabling us to analyse truncated emphatic TD methods both asymptotically
and non-asymptotically, for both prediction and control.

In particular, this paper makes the following contributions. First, we propose the Trun-
cated Emphatic TD algorithm for off-policy prediction and provide both asymptotic and
nonasymptotic convergence analysis. This is the first finite sample analysis for emphatic
TD methods. Second, we propose the Truncated Emphatic Expected SARSA algorithm for
off-policy control and provide both asymptotic and nonasymptotic analysis. This is the first
emphatic TD algorithm for off-policy control. Third, we empirically study truncated em-
phatic TD methods in both synthetic Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) and nonsynthetic
control problems, confirming their efficacy in practice.

2. Background

In this paper, all vectors are column. A matrix M (not necessarily symmetric) is said to be
positive definite (p.d.) if there exists a constant λ > 0 such that x>Mx ≥ λx>x holds for
any x. It is well known that M is p.d. if and only if M +M> is p.d. M is negative definite
(n.d.) if and only if −M is p.d. For a vector x and a p.d. matrix M , we use ‖x‖M

.
=
√
x>Mx

to denote the vector norm induced by M . We also use ‖·‖M to denote the corresponding
induced matrix norm. We use ‖·‖ as shorthand for ‖·‖I where I is the identity matrix, i.e.,
‖·‖ is the standard `2-norm. We use diag(x) to denote a diagonal matrix whose diagonal
entry is x and write ‖·‖x as shorthand for ‖·‖diag(x) when diag(x) is p.d. We use ‖·‖∞ and
‖·‖1 to denote the standard infinity norm and `1-norm respectively. We use 〈·, ·〉 to denote
the inner product in Euclidean spaces, i.e., 〈x, y〉 .

= x>y. We use functions and vectors
interchangeably when it does not confuse, e.g., if f is a function from S to R, we also use
f to denote a vector in R|S|, whose s-th element is f(s).

We consider an infinite horizon MDP with a finite state space S, a finite action space
A, a reward function r : S × A → R, a transition kernel p : S × S × A → [0, 1], an initial
state distribution p0 : S → [0, 1], and a discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1). At time step 0, an initial
state S0 is sampled according to p0. At time step t, an agent at a state St takes an action
At according to π(·|St), where π : A× S → [0, 1] is the policy being followed by the agent.
The agent then receives a reward Rt+1

.
= r(St, At) and proceeds to a successor state St+1

sampled from p(·|St, At).
The return at time step t is defined as

Gt
.
=

∞∑
i=1

γi−1Rt+i,
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which allows us to define the state value and action value functions respectively as

vπ(s)
.
= E [Gt|St = s, π, p] ,

qπ(s, a)
.
= E [Gt|St = s,At = a, π, p] .

The value function vπ is the unique fixed point of the Bellman operator Tπ:

Tπv .
= rπ + γPπv,

where rπ ∈ R|S| is the reward vector induced by the policy π, i.e., rπ(s)
.
=
∑

a π(a|s)r(s, a).
Prediction and control are two fundamental problems in RL.

2.1 Prediction

The goal of prediction is to estimate the value function of a given policy π, perhaps with the
help of parameterized function approximation. In this paper, we consider linear function
approximation and assume access to a feature function x : S → RK , which maps a state
into a K-dimensional numerical feature. We then use x(s)>w as our estimate for vπ(s),
where w ∈ RK is the parameter vector to be learned. Arguably, one of the most important
methods for prediction is TD, which updates w iteratively as

wt+1
.
= wt + αt(Rt+1 + γx>t+1wt − x>t wt)xt (1)

= wt + αt xt(γx
>
t+1 − x>t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mt

wt + αtRt+1xt,

where {αt} is a sequence of learning rates and xt is shorthand for x(St). The expectation
of the update matrix Mt w.r.t. dπ, the invariant state distribution of the chain induced by
π, is

M
.
= ESt∼dπ ,At∼π(·|St),St+1∼p(·|St,At)[Mt] = X>Dπ(γPπ − I)X,

where X ∈ R|S|×K is the feature matrix whose s-th row is x(s)>, Dπ
.
= diag(dπ), and

Pπ ∈ R|S|×|S| is the state transition matrix under the policy π, i.e.,

Pπ(s, s′) .
=
∑
a

π(a|s)p(s′|s, a).

Tsitsiklis and Roy (1996) prove that M is n.d. under mild conditions. Consequently, stan-
dard Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) based convergence results (e.g., Theorem 2 of
Tsitsiklis and Roy 1996, Proposition 4.81 of Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 1996) can be used to
show that the iterates {wt} generated by (1) converge almost surely (a.s.).

So far we have focused on the on-policy setting, where the policy to be evaluated is the
same as the policy used for action selection during interaction with the environment. In the
off-policy setting, those two policies can, however, be different, allowing extra flexibility.
We use π to denote the policy to be evaluated (target policy) and µ to denote the policy
used for action selection (behavior policy).

1For completeness, we include this proposition as Theorem 13 in Section A.1.
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Since the action selection is performed according to µ instead of π (i.e., At ∼ µ(·|St), Rt+1
.
=

r(St, At), St+1 ∼ p(·|St, At)), we can reweight the update made in (1) by the importance

sampling ratio ρt
.
= π(At|St)

µ(At|St) , yielding the following off-policy TD updates:

wt+1
.
= wt + αtρt(Rt+1 + γx>t+1wt − x>t wt)xt (2)

= wt + αt ρtxt(γx
>
t+1 − x>t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mt

wt + αtρtRt+1xt.

The expectation of the update matrix Mt in (2) w.r.t. dµ, the invariant state distribution
of the chain induced by µ, is then

M
.
= ESt∼dµ,At∼µ(·|St),p(·|St,At)[Mt] = X>Dµ(γPπ − I)X,

where Dµ
.
= diag(dµ). Unfortunately, this M is not guaranteed to be n.d. and the possible

divergence of (2) is well documented in Baird’s counterexample (Baird, 1995).
Sutton et al. (2016) propose ETD(λ) to address this divergence issue. In its simplest

form with λ = 0, ETD(0) further reweights the update in (2) by the followon trace Ft:

Ft
.
= i(St) + γρt−1Ft−1, (3)

wt+1
.
= wt + αtρtFt(Rt+1 + γx>t+1wt − x>t wt)xt
= wt + αt ρtFtxt(γx

>
t+1 − x>t )︸ ︷︷ ︸

Mt

wt + αtρtFtRt+1xt.

where i : S → (0,+∞) is the interest function representing the user’s preference for different
states. The motivation for introducing Ft is to ensure that the corresponding limiting update
M

.
= limt→∞ E[Mt], assuming the limit exists for now, is n.d. such that standard ODE-based

convergent results (e.g., Theorem 13) can be used to show convergence. In fact, Sutton et al.
(2016) show

M = X>Df (γPπ − I)X,

where Df
.
= diag(f) with

f
.
= (I − γP>π )−1Dµi. (4)

Sutton et al. (2016) prove that this M is n.d. and the convergence of ETD(λ) is later on
established by Yu (2015). It is worth mentioning that one important step in computing this
M is to show

lim
t→∞

E [Ft|St = s] = dµ(s)−1f(s). (5)

2.2 Control

The goal for control is to find an optimal policy π∗ such that vπ∗(s) ≥ vπ(s) holds for any
π and s. Though there can be more than one optimal policy, all of them share the same
optimal value function, which is referred to as v∗. One classical approach for finding v∗
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is value iteration (see, e.g., Puterman 2014). Given an arbitrary vector v ∈ R|S|, value
iteration updates v iteratively as

vk+1
.
= Tπvk vk,

where we use πvk to denote the greedy policy w.r.t. vk. Let

qvk(s, a)
.
= r(s, a) + γ

∑
s′

p(s′|s, a)vπk(s′),

then at a state s, πvk selects an action action greedily w.r.t. qvk(s, ·). It is well known (see,
e.g., Puterman 2014) that limk→∞ vk = v∗.

With function approximation, we have vk
.
= Xwk, where wk is the parameter at the k-th

iteration. When doing value iteration, however, Tπvk vk may not lie in the column space of
X. Consequently, an additional projection operator is used to project Tπvk vk back to the
column space of X, yielding approximate value iteration (De Farias and Van Roy, 2000),
which updates vk as

vk+1
.
= H(vk)

.
= Πdπvk

Tπvk vk, (6)

where

Πdπvk
y
.
= X arg min

w
‖Xw − y‖2dπvk

is the projection operator to the column space of X w.r.t. to the norm induced by the
invariant state distribution dπvk under the current policy πvk . Unfortunately, if πv is greedy
w.r.t. v, De Farias and Van Roy (2000) show that the approximate value iteration operator
H does not necessarily have a fixed point. However, if the policy πv is continuous in v, e.g.,
πv is a softmax policy such that

πv(a|s) .
=

exp (r(s, a) + γ
∑

s′ p(s
′|s, a)v(s′))∑

s0,a0
exp

(
r(s0, a0) + γ

∑
s1
p(s1|s0, a0)v(s1)

) , (7)

De Farias and Van Roy (2000) show that there exists at least one w∗ such that

Xw∗ = H(Xw∗).

In RL, one way to implement approximate value iteration incrementally is SARSA
(Rummery and Niranjan, 1994), which updates w iteratively as

wt+1
.
= wt + αt(Rt+1 + γx(St+1, At+1)>wt − x(St, At)

>wt)x(St, At), (8)

where we have overloaded x as a function from S × A to RK to denote the state-action
feature. We then use x(s, a)>w as our estimate for the action value function. In the above
SARSA update, actions are selected such that At ∼ πwt−1(·|St), where πwt−1 denotes a
policy depending on the action value estimate x(s, a)>wt−1, e.g., a softmax policy

πwt−1(a|s) .
=

exp
(
x(s, a)>wt−1

)∑
s0,a0

exp (x(s0, a0)>wt−1)
.

Melo et al. (2008) and Zou et al. (2019) provide asymptotic convergence analysis and finite
sample analysis of SARSA respectively, under mild conditions.
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3. Open Problems in Emphatic TD Methods

In this section, we discuss in detail two open problems of emphatic TD methods.
First, though ETD(λ) is proven to be convergent, the large variance of Ft makes it hard

to use directly. There are several attempts to address this variance. Hallak et al. (2016)
propose to replace Ft with Ft,β, which is computed recursively as

Ft,β
.
= i(St) + βρt−1Ft−1,β, (9)

where β ∈ (0, 1) is an additional hyperparameter. The resulting ETD(λ, β) then updates
{wt} iteratively as

wt+1
.
= wt + αtFt,βρt(Rt+1 + γx>t+1wt − x>t wt)xt. (10)

Theorem 1 of Hallak et al. (2016) states that there exists a problem-dependent constant
βupper such that β ≤ βupper implies that the variance of Ft,β is bounded. Further, Proposi-
tion 1 of Hallak et al. (2016) states that there exists a problem-dependent constant βlower

such that β ≥ βlower implies that the expected update corresponding to (10) is contractive,
which plays a key role in bounding the performance of the fixed point of (10), assuming (10)
converges. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that βlower ≤ βupper always holds, i.e, the
desired β does not always exist. Zhang et al. (2020b) instead propose to use a second
function approximator to learn the expectation of the followon trace directly. For example,
let x(s)>θ be the estimate for the expectation of the followon trace; Zhang et al. (2020b)
replace Ft in the ETD update (3) by x(St)

>θ and update w iteratively as

wt+1
.
= wt + αt(x

>
t θ)ρt(Rt+1 + γx>t+1wt − x>t wt)xt.

Zhang et al. (2020b) use Gradient Emphasis Learning (GEM) to learn θ. GEM shares the
same idea as gradient TD methods. Though Zhang et al. (2020b) confirm the convergence
of GEM, like any off-policy gradient TD method, little can be said about the quality of its
solution, i.e., the error

∣∣x(s)>θ − limt→∞ E [Ft|St = s]
∣∣ can be arbitrarily large as long as

the feature matrix X cannot perfectly represent the expected followon trace (Kolter, 2011).
Jiang et al. (2021) propose to clip the importance sampling ratio ρt when computing the
followon trace Ft to reduce variance. However, nothing can be said about the convergence
of the resulting algorithm due to the bias introduced by clipping. Despite these attempts,
it remains an open problem to reduce the variance of emphatic TD methods introduced by
the followon trace in a theoretically grounded way.

Second, the analysis of ETD(λ) in Yu (2015) is only asymptotic. So far no finite sample
analysis is available for any emphatic TD method. The finite sample analysis of TD(λ)
in Bhandari et al. (2018) cannot be easily extended to ETD(λ). Key to the finite sample
analysis of TD(λ) is Lemma 17 of Bhandari et al. (2018), which establishes the boundedness
of the eligibility trace used in on-policy TD(λ). This immediately implies the boundedness
of the second moments of the eligibility trace, which is a key bound for error terms. How-
ever, such boundedness cannot be expected for the followon trace in ETD(λ) since Sutton
et al. (2016) already show that the variance of the followon trace can be unbounded. It
thus remains an open problem to provide a finite sample analysis for emphatic TD methods
for prediction problems. For control problems, the policy usually changes every time step
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(cf. the SARSA algorithm (8)). Consequently, the induced chain is not stationary. The
asymptotic convergence analysis for ETD(λ) in Yu (2015), however, relies on the strong
law of large numbers on stationary chains. It thus remains unclear whether the asymptotic
convergence analysis of Yu (2015) can be extended to the control setting. Hence, provid-
ing a finite sample analysis for emphatic TD methods for control problems is even more
challenging.

4. Prediction: Truncated Emphatic TD

In this paper, we address the two open problems in Section 3 simultaneously by replacing the
original followon trace in emphatic TD methods with truncated followon traces. Assuming
F−1

.
= 0, the original followon trace Ft in (3) can be expanded as

Ft = it + γρt−1Ft−1 (11)

= it + γρt−1it−1 + γ2ρt−1ρt−2Ft−2

= it + γρt−1it−1 + γ2ρt−1ρt−2it−2 + γ3ρt−1ρt−2ρt−3Ft−3

= . . .

=
t∑

j=0

γjρt−j:t−1it−j ,

where it is shorthand for i(St) and

ρj:k
.
=

{
ρjρj+1 · · · ρk j ≤ k
1 j > k

is shorthand for the product of importance sampling ratios. Clearly, Ft depends on all the
history from time steps 0 to t. The idea of truncated followon traces, introduced in Yu
(2012, 2015, 2017), is, for a fixed length n, to compute the followon trace Ft as if Ft−n−1

was 0. More specifically, let Ft,n be the truncated followon traces of length n; we have

Ft,n
.
=

{∑n
j=0 γ

jρt−j:t−1it−j t ≥ n
Ft t < n

. (12)

For example, if n = 2, we then compute Ft,2 for any t as

Ft,2 = it + γρt−1it−1 + γ2ρt−1ρt−2it−2.

In this paper, we propose to replace Ft with Ft,n in emphatic TD methods. Apparently,
for a fixed n, the variance of Ft,n is guaranteed to be bounded. By contrast, Sutton et al.
(2016) show that the variance of Ft can be infinite. We refer to emphatic TD methods using
the truncated traces as truncated emphatic TD methods. For example, Truncated Emphatic
TD is given in Algorithm 1, where we adopt the convention that it = ρt = 0 for any t < 0.

To compute Ft,n, one needs to store 2n extra scalars: ρt−1, . . . , ρt−n, it−1, . . . , it−n. Such
memory overhead is inevitable even for naive on-policy multi-step TD methods (Chapter
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Algorithm 1: Truncated Emphatic TD

S0 ∼ p0(·)
t← 0
while True do

Sample At ∼ µ(·|St)
Execute At, get Rt+1, St+1

ρt ← π(At|St)
µ(At|St)

Ft,n ← 0
for k = 0, . . . , n do

Ft,n ← it−n+k + γρt−n+k−1Ft,n
end

wt+1 ← wt + αtFt,nρt(Rt+1 + γx>t+1wt − x>t wt)xt
t← t+ 1

end

7.1 of Sutton and Barto 2018). The computation of Ft,n can indeed be done incrementally
at the cost of maintaining one more extra scalar:

∆t
.
=

ρtit
ρt−n−1it−n−1

∆t−1,

Ft,n
.
= it + γρt−1Ft−1,n −∆t.

Overall, we argue that compared with ETD(0) in Sutton et al. (2016), the additional mem-
ory and computational cost of Truncated Emphatic TD is negligible. We now analyze
Truncated Emphatic TD with the following assumptions:

Assumption 4.1 The Markov chain induced by the behavior policy µ is ergodic.

Assumption 4.2 µ(a|s) > 0 holds for any (s, a).

Assumption 4.3 The feature matrix X has full column rank.

Assumptions 4.1 and 4.3 are standard in the off-policy RL literature. Assumption 4.2 can
indeed be weakened to the canonical coverage assumption π(a|s) > 0 =⇒ µ(a|s) > 0 (Yu,
2015). Then for a state s, we can simply consider only actions a such that µ(a|s) > 0, i.e.,
different states have different action spaces. All the analysis presented in this section still
hold. We use Assumption 4.2 mainly to simplify presentation.

When analyzing the original ETD, we have to consider the chain {(Ft, St, At)} evolving
in the space R×S×A (see, e.g., Yu 2015). The space R is not even countable, making it hard
to analyze the chain {(Ft, St, At)} even with Assumption 4.1. With the truncated followon
trace Ft,n, we only need to consider the chain {(St−n, At−n, . . . , St, At)} which evolves in a
finite space (S × A)n. The ergodicity of this chain follows immediately from Assumption
4.1. Once the ergodicity is established, we can analyze the limiting update matrix under
the corresponding invariant distribution.
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The additional hyperparameter n in (12) defines a hard truncation. By contrast, the
additional hyperparameter β in (9) defines a soft truncation. As discussed in Section 3,
a desired β does not always exist since we require β to be both sufficiently large and
sufficiently small. By contrast, we will show soon that a desired n always exists because
we only require n to be sufficiently large. Further, to analyze ETD(λ, β) with the soft
truncation, we still need to work on the chain {(Ft,β, St, At)}, whose behavior is hard to
analyze. Consequently, though the asymptotic convergence of ETD(λ, β) in prediction
may be established similarly to Yu (2015) for certain β, so far no finite sample analysis is
available for ETD(λ, β) in prediction, much less control. Nevertheless, we believe the soft
truncation and the hard truncation are two different directions for variance reduction. The
soft truncation is analogous to computing the return Gt with a discount factor different
from γ (see, e.g., Romoff et al. 2019); the hard truncation is analogous to computing the
return Gt with a fixed horizon (see, e.g., Asis et al. 2020). It is straightforward to combine
the two techniques together. For example, we can consider Ft,β,n defined as

Ft,β,n
.
=

{∑n
j=0 β

jρt−j:t−1it−j t ≥ n
Ft,β t < n

.

This combination, however, deviates from the main purpose of this paper and is saved for
future work.

We now study the truncated trace Ft,n. Similar to (5), we study the limit of the condi-
tional expectation of the truncated followon trace and define

mn(s)
.
= lim

t→∞
E [Ft,n|St = s] .

When n = ∞, this m∞ is referred to as emphasis in Zhang et al. (2020b). We, therefore,
refer to mn as truncated emphasis for a finite n.

Lemma 1 Let Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2 hold. Then

mn =

n∑
j=0

γjD−1
µ (P>π )jDµi,

m
.
= lim

n→∞
mn = D−1

µ (I − γP>π )−1Dµi.

The proof of Lemma 1 is provided in Section B.1. By definition, the weighting vector f in (4)
involved in M of the ETD update (3) satisfies f = Dµm. Similarly, we define fn

.
= Dµmn.

Lemma 2 Let Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2 hold. Then

‖mn −m‖1 ≤ γn+1dµ,max
dµ,min

‖m‖1,

‖fn − f‖∞ ≤ γn+1
d2
µ,max

dµ,min
‖m‖1,

where dµ,max
.
= maxs dµ(s) and dµ,min

.
= mins dµ(s).

10
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The proof of Lemma 2 is provided in Section B.2. The M matrix of the ETD(0) update
(3) is X>Df (γPπ − I)X. Similarly, it can be shown that the M matrix of Truncated
Emphatic TD (Algorithm 1) is X>Dfn(γPπ − I)X. Lemma 2 asserts that fn approaches f
geometrically fast. Consequently, we can expect X>Dfn(γPπ − I)X to be n.d. if n is not
too small.

Lemma 3 Under Assumptions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, if

γn+1 <
λmindµ,min

d2
µ,max‖γPπ − I‖‖m‖1

, (13)

then X>Dfn(γPπ − I)X is n.d., where λmin is the minimum eigenvalue of

1

2

(
Df (I − γPπ) + (I − γP>π )Df

)
.

Sutton et al. (2016) prove that λmin > 0. The proof of Lemma 3 is provided in Section B.3.
Since the LHS of (13) diminishes geometrically as n increases, we argue that in practice we
do not need a very large n. Recall that the motivation of using the followon trace Ft is to
ensure the limiting update matrix to be n.d. Lemma 3 shows that to ensure this negative
definiteness, we do not need to use all history to compute Ft. Earlier steps contribute little to
this negative definiteness due to discounting but introduce large variance due to the products
of importance sampling ratios. As suggested by (13), the desired value of n depends on the
magnitude of the emphasis m, which is determined together by the behavior policy µ, the
target policy π, the structure of the MDP, and the magnitude of the interest i. In general,
when the magnitude of the emphasis increases, the desired truncation length also increases.
In practice, we propose to treat the truncation length n as an additional hyperparameter, as
estimating the desired n without access to the transition kernel p can be very challenging,
which we leave for future work.

We can now show the asymptotic convergence of Truncated Emphatic TD using the
standard ODE-based approach.

Assumption 4.4 The learning rates {αt} are positive, nonincreasing, and satisfy∑
t

αt =∞,
∑
t

α2
t <∞.

Theorem 4 Let the assumptions and conditions of Lemma 3 hold. Let Assumption 4.4
hold. Then the iterates {wt} generated by Truncated Empathic TD (Algorithm 1) satisfy

lim
t→∞

wt = w∗,n a.s., where

w∗,n
.
= −A−1

n bn, An
.
= X>Dfn(γPπ − I)X, bn

.
= X>Dfnrπ.

The proof of Theorem 4 is provided in Section B.4, which, after the negative definiteness
of An is established with Lemma 3, follows the same routine as the convergence proof of
on-policy TD(λ) in Proposition 6.4 of Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996).

We now give a finite sample analysis of Projected Truncated Emphatic TD (Algorithm
2). Algorithm 2 is different from Algorithm 1 in that it adopts an additional projection

11
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ΠR when updating the weight wt. Here ΠR denotes the projection onto the ball of a radius
R centered at the origin w.r.t. `2 norm. Introducing such a projection is common practice
in finite sample analysis of TD methods (Bhandari et al., 2018; Zou et al., 2019). This
projection is mainly used to control the errors introduced by Markovian samples. If i.i.d.
samples are used instead, such projection can indeed be eliminated (Bhandari et al., 2018;
Dalal et al., 2018).

Algorithm 2: Projected Truncated Emphatic TD

S0 ∼ p0(·)
t← 0
while True do

Sample At ∼ µ(·|St)
Execute At, get Rt+1, St+1

ρt ← π(At|St)
µ(At|St)

Ft,n ← 0
for k = 0, . . . , n do

Ft,n ← it−n+k + γρt−n+k−1Ft,n
end

wt+1 ← ΠR

(
wt + αtFt,nρt(Rt+1 + γx>t+1wt − x>t wt)xt

)
t← t+ 1

end

Theorem 5 Let the assumptions and conditions of Lemma 3 hold. Let R ≥ ‖w∗,n‖. With
proper learning rates {αt}, for sufficiently large t,

E
[
‖wt − w∗,n‖2

]
= O

(
ln3 t

t

)
.

The proof of Theorem 5 is omitted to avoid verbatim repetition since it is just a special case
of a more general result in the control setting (Theorem 12). The conditions on learning
rates and the constants hidden by O (·) are also similar to those of Theorem 12. We now
analyze the performance of w∗,n.

Lemma 6 Let κ
.
= mins

dµ(s)i(s)
f(s) . Let Assumptions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 hold. If

γn+1 <
κdµ,min mins i(s)dµ(s)

d2
µ,max‖I − γP>π ‖∞‖m‖1

, (14)

then ΠfnTπ is a
√
γ-contraction in ‖·‖fn and

‖Xw∗,n − vπ‖fn ≤
1√

1− γ ‖Πf,nvπ − vπ‖fn . (15)

Here Πfn denotes the projection onto the column space of X w.r.t. the norm induced by
fn, i.e.,

Πfnv
.
= X arg min

w
‖Xw − v‖2fn .

12
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The proof of Lemma 6 is similar to Hallak et al. (2016) and is provided in Section B.5.
Again, the LHS of (14) diminishes geometrically. So in practice, n might not need to be
too large. Lemma 6 characterizes the performance of the fixed points of Truncated ETD
methods in prediction settings. In the following we highlight two points regarding those
fixed points from different truncation length.

1. We argue that those fixed points are equally good. The ‖Πf,nvπ − vπ‖fn term in (15) is
the representation error resulting from the limit of the capacity of the linear function
approximator. With different truncation length, we use different norm (i.e., ‖·‖fn)

to measure the representation error. The multiplicative factor 1√
1−γ , however, does

not depend on n. In other words, as long as n is sufficiently large in the sense
of (14), the exact value of n, including n = ∞ (i.e., no truncation), does not seem
to affect the performance of the fixed point much. The intuition is straightforward.
Comparing (12) and (11), it is easy to see that by using the truncation, we discard
the term

∑t
j=n+1 γ

jρt−j:t−1it−j corresponding to earlier transitions from steps 0 to
t − n − 1. This term has a large, possibly infinite, variance because of the product
of importance sampling ratios. The expectation of this term is, however, negligible
because the expectation of the importance sampling ratios are well bounded (see the
proof of Lemma 2) and the multiplicative factor γj is negligible. It is the expectation,
not the variance, of the trace that determines the performance of the corresponding
fixed point. Consequently, the truncation proposed in this work does not seem to
yield a compromise in the performance of the fixed point. The truncation proposed
in this work is more like a free variance reduction instead of a bias-variance tradeoff.

2. We argue that those fixed points are better than the fixed points of gradient TD
methods minimizing dµ-induced mean squared projected Bellman errors (e.g., GTD
in Sutton et al. 2008, GTD2 and TDC in Sutton et al. 2009, Gradient Tree Backup
and Gradient Retrace in Touati et al. 2018). This is because the performance of the
fixed points of Truncated ETD methods can be well-bounded by the representation
error, provided that the length of the truncation is sufficiently large. By contrast, the
performance of the fixed points of gradient TD methods can be arbitrarily worse, no
matter how small the representation error is (Kolter, 2011).

5. Control: Emphatic Approximate Value Iteration

The study of the canonical approximate value iteration (6) is essential to the study of the
on-policy control algorithm SARSA (Melo et al., 2008; Zou et al., 2019). Similarly, in
this section, we study approximate value iteration from an off-policy perspective, which
prepares us for the off-policy control algorithm in the next section. In the rest of this
paper, we write f,m, fn,mn, κ (defined in Lemma 6), and λmin (defined in Lemma 3) as
fµ,π,mµ,π, fn,µ,π,mn,µ,π, κµ,π, λmin,µ,π to explicitly acknowledge their dependence on µ and
π.

The canonical approximate value iteration operator in (6) is in a sense on-policy in that
the projection operator is defined w.r.t. a norm induced by the policy of the current iteration.
In this section, we study approximation value iteration from an off-policy perspective, i.e.,
with a projection operator defined w.r.t. a different norm. Let πw and µw be target and

13
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behavior policies respectively. They depend on w, the parameters used for estimating
the value function, through the value function estimate v = Xw ∈ R|S|, e.g., they can be
softmax policies (cf. (7)) with different temperatures. We consider the iterates {vk .

= Xwk}
generated by

vk+1
.
= Πfn,µwk ,πwk

Tπwk vk.

We call this scheme emphatic approximate value iteration as the projection operator is
defined w.r.t. the norm induced by the (truncated) followon trace. In the rest of this
section, we show that emphatic approximate value iteration adopts at least one fixed point.

With ΛM denoting the closure of
{
µw | w ∈ RK

}
and ΛΠ denoting the closure of{

πw | w ∈ RK
}

, we make the following assumptions.

Assumption 5.1 Both πw and µw are continuous in w.

Assumption 5.2 For any µ ∈ ΛM , the Markov chain induced by µ is ergodic and µ(a|s) >
0 holds for all (s, a).

Assumption 5.1 is standard in analyzing approximate value iteration (De Farias and Van Roy,
2000). If πw is not continuous in w, even the canonical approximate value iteration can fail
to have a fixed point (De Farias and Van Roy, 2000). The ergodicity assumption of all the
policies in the closure in Assumption 5.2 is also standard for analyzing control algorithms,
in both on-policy (Marbach and Tsitsiklis, 2001) and off-policy (Zhang et al., 2021b,a) set-
tings. One common strategy to ensure this ergodicity in closure is to mix a softmax policy
with a uniformly random policy, assuming the uniformly random policy always induces an
ergodic chain.

We now define two helper functions to understand how n should be selected in emphatic
approximate value iteration.

n1(µ, π)
.
=

ln(λmin,µ,πdµ,min)− ln
(
d2
µ,max‖γPπ − I‖‖mµ,π‖1

)
ln γ

− 1,

n2(µ, π)
.
=

ln (κµ,πdµ,min mins i(s)dµ(s))− ln
(
d2
µ,max

∥∥I − γP>π ∥∥∞‖mµ,π‖1
)

ln γ
− 1.

Here n1 and n2 correspond to the conditions of n in Lemmas 3 and 6 respectively. Assump-
tion 5.2 ensures that n1 and n2 are well defined on ΛM × ΛΠ. The invariant distribution
dµ is continuous in µ (see, e.g., Lemma 9 of Zhang et al. 2021b), the minimum eigenvalue
λmin,µ,π is continuous in the elements of the matrix (see, e.g., Corollary 8.6.2 of Golub and
Loan 1996) and thus is also continuous in µ and π, and both ΛM and ΛΠ are compact.
Therefore, supµ∈ΛM ,π∈ΛΠ

max {n1(µ, π), n2(µ, π)} <∞ by the extreme value theorem. This
allows us to select n as suggested by the following lemma.

Lemma 7 Let Assumptions 4.3, 5.1, and 5.2 hold. If

n > sup
µ∈ΛM ,π∈ΛΠ

max {n1(µ, π), n2(µ, π)}, (16)

then there exists at least one w∗ such that

Xw∗ = Πfn,µw∗ ,πw∗
Tπw∗Xw∗.
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The proof of Theorem 7 is provided in B.6, which follows the same steps of De Farias and
Van Roy (2000) but generalizes their results from (on-policy) approximate value iteration
to emphatic approximate value iteration.

6. Control: Truncated Emphatic Expected SARSA

We now present our control algorithm, Truncated Emphatic Expected SARSA. Unlike plan-
ning methods such as approximate value iteration, learning methods for control like SARSA
usually work directly on action-value estimates. To this end, we overload notation for the
ease of presentation. In particular, we overload the feature function x as x : S × A → RK
to denote a state-action feature function. Correspondingly, the feature matrix X is now
a matrix in R|S×A|×K whose (s, a)-th row is x(s, a)>. The transition matrix Pπ is now a
matrix in R|S×A|×|S×A| to denote the state-action pair transition, i.e.,

Pπ((s, a), (s′, a′)) .
= p(s′|s, a)π(a′|s′).

Consequently, the Bellman operator is overloaded as

Tπq .
= r + γPπq.

The stationary distribution dµ is now in R|S×A| and denotes the invariant state-action pair
distribution under the policy µ. Dµ is then a diagonal matrix in R|S×A|×|S×A|. The interest
function i is now from S × A to (0,+∞) to denote user’s preference for each state-action
pair. The followon trace Ft is now defined as

Ft
.
= it + γρtFt−1,

which is the same as the followon trace used in ELSTDQ(λ) in White (2017). Correspond-
ingly, the truncated trace is defined as

Ft,n
.
=

{∑n
j=0 γ

jρt−j+1:tit−j t ≥ n
Ft t < n

.

The truncated emphasis mn,µ,π is now in R|S×A| and defined as

mn,µ,π(s, a)
.
= lim

t→∞
E[Ft,n|St = s,At = a].

Other notation is also overloaded accordingly, e.g.,

mµ,π
.
= lim

n→∞
mn,µ,π, fn,µ,π

.
= Dµmn,µ,π, fµ,π

.
= Dµmµ,π.

Previous theoretical results also hold with the overloaded notation for state-action pairs.
In particular, we have

Lemma 8 Let Assumptions 4.3, 5.1, and 5.2 hold. Define

n1(µ, π)
.
=

ln(λmin,µ,πdµ,min)− ln
(
d2
µ,max‖γPπ − I‖‖mµ,π‖1

)
ln γ

− 1,

n2(µ, π)
.
=

ln (κµ,πdµ,min mins,a i(s, a)dµ(s, a))− ln
(
d2
µ,max

∥∥I − γP>π ∥∥∞‖mµ,π‖1
)

ln γ
− 1,
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where λmin,µ,π is the minimum eigenvalue of

1

2

(
Dfµ,π(I − γPπ) + (I − γP>π )Dfµ,π

)
,

dµ,min
.
= mins,a dµ(s, a), dµ,max

.
= maxs,a dµ,max(s, a), κµ,π

.
= mins,a

dµ(s,a)i(s,a)
f(s,a) . If

n > sup
µ∈ΛM ,π∈ΛΠ

max {n1(µ, π), n2(µ, π)}

holds, then

(i). For any µ ∈ ΛM , π ∈ ΛΠ, X>Dfn,µ,π(γPπ − I)X is n.d.,

(ii). For any µ ∈ ΛM , π ∈ ΛΠ, Πfn,µ,πTπ is a
√
γ contraction in ‖·‖fn,µ,π ,

(iii). There exists at least one w∗ such that

Xw∗ = Πfn,µw∗ ,πw∗
Tπw∗Xw∗. (17)

We use W∗ to denote the set of all such w∗.

The proof of Lemma 8 is omitted since it is a verbatim repetition of the proofs of Lemmas
3, 6, and 7.

The iterative update scheme (17) is emphatic approximate value iteration applied to
action-value estimation. To implement this scheme incrementally in a learning sense, we
propose Truncated Emphatic Off-Policy Expected SARSA (Algorithm 3). When computing
Ft,n, we require that the previous importance sampling ratios be recomputed with the
current weight wt. This requirement is mainly for the ease of asymptotic analysis and is
eliminated in Projected Truncated Emphatic Expected SARSA, for which we provide a
finite sample analysis.

We can now present our asymptotic convergence analysis of Algorithm 3. We first study
the properties of the possible fixed points. We can rewrite (17) as

Aw∗w∗ + bw∗ = 0,

where

Aw
.
= X>Dfn,µw,πw (γPπw − I)X,

bw
.
= X>Dfn,µw,πw r.

Consequently,

w∗ = A−1
w∗ bw∗ .

Since ΛM and ΛΠ are compact, both πw and µw are continuous in w, the RHS of the above
equation is bounded from above by the extreme value theorem. Consequently, there exists
a constant R <∞ such that

sup
w∗∈W∗

‖w∗‖ ≤ R.
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Algorithm 3: Truncated Emphatic Expected SARSA

S0 ∼ p0(·)
A0 ∼ µw0(·|S0)
t← 0
while True do

Execute At, get Rt+1, St+1

At+1 ∼ µwt(·|St+1)

ρt ← πwt (At|St)
µwt (At|St)

Ft,n ← 0
for k = 0, . . . , n do

Ft,n ← it−n+k + γ
πwt (At−n+k|St−n+k)
µwt (At−n+k|St−n+k)Ft,n

end

wt+1 ← wt + αtFt,n(Rt+1 + γ
∑

a πwt(a|St+1)x(St+1, a)>wt − x>t wt)xt
t← t+ 1

end

We then make several regularization conditions on the policies πw and µw. For the analysis
of on-policy SARSA (8), it is commonly assumed that the policy πw is Lipschitz continuous
in w and the Lipschitz constant is not too large (Perkins and Precup, 2002; Zou et al.,
2019). This technical assumption is mainly used to ensure that a small change in the value
estimate does not result in a big difference in the policy thus enforces certain smoothness of
the overall learning process. Without such assumptions, even on-policy SARSA can chatter
and fail to converge (Gordon, 1996, 2001). In this paper, we adopt similar assumptions in
our off-policy setting.

Assumption 6.1 Both µw and πw are Lipschitz continuous in w, i.e., there exist constants
Lµ and Lπ such that for any s ∈ S, a ∈ A,

|πw(a|s)− πw′(a|s)| ≤ Lµ
∥∥w − w′∥∥,

|µw(a|s)− µw′(a|s)| ≤ Lµ
∥∥w − w′∥∥.

The Lipschitz continuity of the policies immediately implies the Lipschitz continuity of Aw
and bw governing the expected updates of Algorithm 3.

Lemma 9 Let Assumptions 5.2 and 6.1 hold. There exist positive constants C1, C2, C3,
and C4 such that for any w,w′

‖Aw −Aw′‖ ≤ (C1Lµ + C2Lπ)
∥∥w − w′∥∥,

‖bw − bw′‖ ≤ (C3Lµ + C4Lπ)
∥∥w − w′∥∥.

The proof Lemma 9 is provided in Section B.7. Under the conditions of Lemma 8, for any
w, the matrix

M(w)
.
=

1

2

(
X>Dfn,µw,πw (I − γPπw)X +X>(I − γP>πw)Dfn,µw,πwX

)
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is p.d. For a symmetric positive definite matrix M , let λ(M) denote the smallest eigenvalue
of M . For any w ∈ RK , we have λ(M(w)) > 0. By the continuity of eigenvalues in the
elements of the matrix, the compactness of ΛM and ΛΠ, and the extreme value theorem,
we have

inf
w∈RK

λ(M(w)) > 0.

This allows us to make the following assumptions about the Lipschitz constants Lµ and Lπ,
akin to Perkins and Precup (2002); Zou et al. (2019).

Assumption 6.2 Lµ and Lπ are small enough such that

λ′min
.
= inf

w∈W
λ(M(w))− ((C1Lµ + C2Lπ)R+ C3Lµ + C4Lπ) > 0.

With these regularizations on πw and µw, we can now present a high probability asymp-
totic convergence analysis for Algorithm 3.

Theorem 10 Let the assumptions and conditions in Lemma 8 hold. Let Assumptions 4.4,
6.1, and 6.2 hold. Then for any compact set W ⊂ RK and any w ∈ W, there exists a
constant CW such that for any w∗ ∈ W∗, the iterates {wt} generated by Algorithm 3 satisfy

Pr
(

lim
t→∞

wt = w∗ | w0 = w
)
≥ 1− CW

∞∑
t=0

α2
t . (18)

This immediately implies that W∗ contains only one element (under the conditions of this
theorem).

In (18), CW depends on the compact set W from which the weight w0 is selected. For
(18) to be nontrivial, the learning rates have to be small enough, depending on the choice
of initial weights. The proof of Theorem 10 is provided in Section B.8 and depends on
Theorem 13 of Benveniste et al. (1990).2

We now analyze the convergence rate of Projected Truncated Emphatic Expected SARSA
(Algorithm 4). Unlike Algorithm 3, when computing Ft,n in Algorithm 4, we do not need to
recompute previous importance sampling ratios. Similar to Assumption 6.2, we make the
following assumption about the Lipschitz constants Lµ and Lπ for analyzing Algorithm 4.

Assumption 6.3 Lµ and Lπ are not too large such that

λ′′min
.
= inf

w∗∈W∗
λ(M(w∗))− ((C1Lµ + C2Lπ)R+ C3Lµ + C4Lπ) > 0.

When defining λ′min in Assumption 6.2, the infimum is taken over all possible w. When
defining λ′′min in Assumption 6.3, the infimum is taken over only W∗. This improvement is
made possible by the introduction of the projection ΠR.

To analyze the convergence rate of Algorithm 4, it is crucial to know how fast the
induced chain mixes, which is provided by the following lemma.

2It might be possible to obtain an almost sure convergence of Algorithm 3 like Theorem 4 by invoking
Theorem 17 of Benveniste et al. (1990). Doing so requires verifying (1.9.5) of Benveniste et al. (1990). If
how Melo et al. (2008) verify (1.9.5) was documented in the context of on-policy SARSA with linear function
approximation, it is expected that (1.9.5) can also be similarly verified in the context of Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 4: Projected Truncated Emphatic Expected SARSA

Initialize w0 such that ‖w0‖ ≤ R
S0 ∼ p0(·)
A0 ∼ µw0(·|S0)
t← 0
while True do

Execute At, get Rt+1, St+1

At+1 ∼ µwt(·|St+1)

ρt ← πwt (At|St)
µwt (At|St)

Ft,n ← 0
for k = 0, . . . , n do

Ft,n ← it−n+k + γρt−n+kFt,n
end

wt+1 ← ΠR

(
wt + αtFt,n(Rt+1 + γ

∑
a πwt(a|St+1)x(St+1, a)>wt − x>t wt)xt

)
t← t+ 1

end

Lemma 11 (Lemma 1 of Zhang et al. (2021a)) Let Assumption 5.2 hold. Then there are
constants C0 > 0 and κ ∈ (0, 1) such that for any w ∈ RK and t ≥ 0, the chain {St}t=0,1,...

induced by the policy µw satisfies∑
s∈S

∣∣Pr(St = s)− d̄µw(s)
∣∣ ≤ C0κ

t,

where d̄µw is the invariant state distribution induced by the policy µw.

Lemma 11 is usually referred to as uniform mixing since the mixing rate κ does not depend
on w. This uniform mixing appears to be a technical assumption in Zou et al. (2019). We
are now ready to present our finite sample analysis.

Theorem 12 Let the assumptions and conditions in Lemma 8 hold. Let Assumptions 6.1
and 6.3 hold. Set the learning rate {αt} in Algorithm 3 to

αt
.
=

1

2αλ(t+ 1)
, (19)

where αλ ∈ (0, λ′′min) is some constant. Then for any w∗ ∈ W∗, for sufficiently large t (in
the sense that t−O(ln t) > n), the weight vector wt generated by Algorithm 4 satisfies

E
[
‖wt − w∗‖2

]
= O

(
ln3 t

t

)
.

This immediately implies that W∗ contains only one element (under the conditions of this
theorem).
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The proof of Theorem 12 and the constants hidden by O(·) are detailed in Section B.9. The
proof follows the same steps as Zou et al. (2019) but generalizes the analysis of the on-policy
SARSA in Zou et al. (2019) to the off-policy setting and includes backward traces, which
are not included in Zou et al. (2019).

In this section, we present (Projected) Truncated Emphatic Expected SARSA as a
convergent off-policy control algorithm with linear function approximation. Importantly, in
Algorithms 3 and 4, the behavior policy is a function of the current action-value estimates
and thus changes every time step and can be very different from the target policy. These
two features are common in practice (see, e.g. Mnih et al. (2015)) but rarely appreciated in
existing literature. For example, in Greedy-GQ (Maei et al., 2010; Wang and Zou, 2020), a
control algorithm in the family of the gradient TD methods, the behavior policy is assumed
to be fixed. In the convergent analysis of linear Q-learning (Melo et al., 2008; Lee and
He, 2019), the behavior policy is assumed to be sufficiently close to the policy that linear
Q-learning is expected to converge to.

7. Related Work

Besides gradient TD and emphatic TD methods, there are also other methods for addressing
the deadly triad, including density-ratio-based methods (Hallak and Mannor, 2017; Liu
et al., 2018; Gelada and Bellemare, 2019; Nachum et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020a) and
target-network-based methods (Zhang et al., 2021b). Density-ratio-based methods rely on

learning the density ratio dπ(s)
dµ(s) directly via function approximation. This ratio can then be

used to reweight the off-policy TD update (2) (Hallak and Mannor, 2017) if the goal is to
learn the value function of the target policy or reweight rewards directly when computing the
empirical average of rewards (Liu et al., 2018) if the goal is to obtain a scalar performance
metric of the target policy. Density ratio learning suffers from the same critical problem as
emphasis learning and gradient TD methods. Under general conditions for linear function
approximation, it is hard to bound the distance between the learned density ratio and the
ground truth. Consequently, the downstream updates relying on the learned density ratio
rarely have rigorous performance guarantees. By contrast, the performance of the value
function estimation resulting from emphatic TD methods is well bounded (Hallak et al.
(2016) and Lemma 6).

Target-network-based methods rely on the use of a target network (Mnih et al., 2015) for
bootstrapping. Though provably convergent, the methods of Zhang et al. (2021b) require
a sufficiently large ridge regularization, introducing extra bias. By contrast, emphatic TD
methods do not require any extra regularization.

Variance reduction is an active research area in RL (e.g., Du et al. 2017; Papini et al.
2018), which is usually achieved by designing proper control variates, see, e.g., Johnson and
Zhang (2013). By contrast, we reduce variance by truncating the followon trace directly.
This technique is specifically designed for emphatic TD methods and we leave the possible
combination of truncated emphatic TD methods and standard variance reduction techniques
for future work.
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n =∞ n = 0 n = 2 n = 4 n = 8 β = 0.8

π(dashed = 0|s) - - - - - -
π(dashed = 0.02|s) - - - 104 1014 -
π(dashed = 0.04|s) 107 - 101 101 109 109

π(dashed = 0.06|s) - - 102 100 104 104

π(dashed = 0.08|s) - - 10−1 100 107 107

π(dashed = 0.1|s) - - 10−11 100 102 104

Table 1: Average variance of curves in Figure 7. Each curve in Figure 7 consists of 100
data points. The average variance of those data points is reported in this table. Here we
consider only successful configurations whose averaged prediction error at the end of training
is smaller than 5. The average variance of other curves are not included and denoted as
“-”. Other tables in this section also follow this reporting protocol.

8. Experiments

In this section, we empirically investigate the proposed truncated emphatic TD methods,
focusing on the effect of n. The implementation is made publicly available to facilitate
future research.3

Figure 1: Baird’s counterexample from Chapter 11.2 of Sutton and Barto (2018). The
figure is taken from Zhang et al. (2020b). There are two actions available at each state,
dashed and solid. The solid action always leads to state 7. The dashed action leads to
one of states 1 - 6, with equal probability. The discount factor is γ = 0.99. The reward is
always 0. The initial state is sampled uniformly from all the seven states.

We first use Baird’s counterexample as the benchmark, which is illustrated in Figure 1.
We consider three different settings: prediction, control with a fixed behavior policy, and
control with a changing behavior policy. For the prediction setting, we consider a behavior
policy µ(solid|s) = 1

7 and µ(dashed|s) = 6
7 , which is the same as the behavior policy used

in Sutton and Barto (2018). We consider different target policies from π(dashed|s) = 0 to
π(dashed|s) = 0.1. We consider linear function approximation, where the features and the
initialization of the weight vector are the same as Section D.2 of Zhang et al. (2021b). We
benchmark Algorithm 1 with different selection of n. When n =∞, Algorithm 1 reduces to
the original ETD(0). When n = 0, Algorithm 1 reduces to the naive off-policy TD. We use

3https://github.com/ShangtongZhang/DeepRL
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Figure 2: Truncated Emphatic TD and ETD(0, β) in the prediction setting. To improve
readability, this figure contains only one representative run and uses a sliding window of size
10 for smoothing. A more informative but harder to read version including 30 independent
runs without smoothing is provided in Figure 7 in Section C. The curves in the two figures
share similar trends and all the discussion in the paper is based on the comprehensive results
in Figure 7.

a fixed learning rate α, which is tuned from Λα
.
=
{

0.1× 20, 0.1× 2−1, . . . , 0.1× 2−19
}

for
each n, with 30 independent runs. We report learning curves with the learning rate mini-
mizing the value prediction error at the end of training. Additionally, we also benchmark
ETD(0, β), where we replace the Ft,n in Algorithm 1 with the trace Ft,β computed via (9).
We tune β in {0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8}. For each β, we tune the learning rate α in Λα as before.
The interest is 1 for all states (i.e., i(s) ≡ 1 ∀s). We report the learning curves with the
best β. All curves are averaged over 30 independent runs with shaded regions indicating
standard errors, unless otherwise specified. This experimental and reporting protocol is also
used in all the remaining experiments in this paper.

As shown by Figures 2 and 7 with n = 0, the naive off-policy TD makes no progress in
this prediction setting. The curve is almost flat because the best learning rate is 0.1×2−19;
using any larger learning rate simply accelerates divergence. As shown by the curves with
n =∞, naive ETD(0) does make some progresses when π(dashed|s) > 0, though the final
prediction errors at the end of training are usually large. By contrast, using n = 4 leads to
quick convergence in all the tasks with π(dashed|s) > 0. Reducing n from 4 to 2 also works
when π(dashed|s) ≥ 0.04 and increasing n from 4 to 8 significantly increases the variance.
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Figure 3: Truncated Emphatic Expected SARSA and its β-variant in the control setting
with a fixed behavior policy. The shaded regions are invisible for some curves because their
standard errors are too small.

Obviously increasing n leads to a larger variance, so in practice we want to find the smallest
n. Moreover, though ETD(0, β) converges when π(dashed|s) ≥ 0.04, it usually exhibits
larger variance than our Truncated ETD with n = 2 or n = 4 (Table 1). We conjecture that
this is because the trace (9) still relies on all the history. Consider, e.g., π(dashed|s) = 0.02:
the maximum importance ratio is ρmax = 0.98 × 7 = 6.86. If βρmax > 1, there is still a
chance that the trace in (9) goes to infinity since it depends on all the history. However,
requiring βρmax < 1 would require using a small β, which itself could also lead to instability.
By contrast, with truncation, Ft,n is always guaranteed to be bounded. The results suggest
that our hard truncation also has empirical advantages over the soft truncation in Hallak
et al. (2016), besides the theoretical advantages of enabling finite sample analysis for both
prediction and control settings. It can be analytically computed that for all π(dashed|s) ∈
{0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1}, the desired n as suggested by Lemma 3 is around 700. The n
we use in the experiments is much smaller than the suggested one. This is because Lemma 3
has to be conservative enough to cope well with all possible MDPs. In this work, we focus
on establishing the existence of such an n and giving an initial but possibly loose bound.
We leave the improvement of Lemma 3 for future work. For computational experiments,
we recommend to treat n as an additional hyperparameter.

When π(dashed|s) = 0, which is used in the original Baird’s counterexample, no selec-
tion of n or β is able to make any progress. The failure of ETD(0) with this target policy
is also observed by Sutton and Barto (2018). This target policy is particularly challenging
because the its off-policyness is the largest in all the tested target policies, making it hard to
observe progresses in computational experiments. Though truncation is not guaranteed to
always reduce the variance to desired levels while maintaining convergence, our experiments
in the prediction setting do suggest it is a promising approach. We leave a more in-depth
investigation with this target policy for future work.

In the control setting with a fixed behavior policy, we benchmark Algorithm 4 with
different selection of n, as well as its β-variant (cf. (9)). In particular, we set the radius
of the ball for projection to be infinity (i.e., the projection is now an identity mapping).
Consequently, when n = ∞, our implementation of Algorithm 4 becomes a straightfor-
ward extension of ETD(0) to the control setting. We use the same behavior policy as the
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n =∞ n = 0 n = 2 n = 4 n = 8 β = 0.8

τ = 0 - - 104 103 106 1011

τ = 0.01 - - 104 103 106 1011

τ = 0.1 - - 104 103 106 1011

Table 2: Average variance of curves in Figure 3. Here n = 4 has smaller variance than
n = 2 because the former converges slightly faster.
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Figure 4: Truncated Emphatic Expected SARSA and its β-variant in the control setting
with a changing behavior policy. The shaded regions are invisible for some curves because
their standard errors are too small.

prediction setting. The target policy is a softmax policy with a temperature τ :

π(dashed|s) .
=

exp (q(s, dashed)/τ)

exp (q(s, dashed)/τ) + exp (q(s, solid)/τ)
.

We test three different temperatures τ ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1}. When τ approaches 0, the target
policies become more and more greedy. Consequently, Algorithm 4 approaches Q-learning.
As shown in Figure 3, neither the naive off-policy expected SARSA (i.e., n = 0) nor the
naive extension of ETD(0) (i.e., n = ∞) makes any progress in this setting. By contrast,
our Truncated Empathic Expected SARSA consistently converges, with lower variance than
its β-variant (Table 2).

In the control setting with a changing behavior policy, we still benchmark Algorithm 4
with a different selection of n and its β-variant. The target policy is still the softmax policy

n =∞ n = 0 n = 2 n = 4 n = 8 β = 0.8

τ = 0 - - 103 102 106 106

τ = 0.01 - - 103 102 106 106

τ = 0.1 - - 103 102 106 106

Table 3: Average variance of curves in Figure 4. Here n = 4 has smaller variance than
n = 2 because the former converges slightly faster.
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with a temperature τ . The behavior policy is now a mixture policy same as the one used
in Zhang et al. (2021b). At each time step, with probability 0.9, the behavior policy is
the same as the behavior policy used in the prediction setting; with probability 0.1, the
behavior policy is a softmax policy with temperature 1. As shown by Figure 4 and Table 3,
the results in this setting are similar to the previous setting with a fixed behavior policy but
the variance with n ∈ {2, 4} is reduced. This is because the behavior policy is now related
to the target policy, i.e., the off-policyness is reduced.

Figure 5: CartPole. At each time step, we observe the velocity, acceleration, angular
velocity, and angular acceleration of the pole and move the car left or right to keep
the pole balanced. The reward is +1 every time step. An episode ends if a maximum of
1000 steps is reached or the pole falls.

We further evaluate Truncated Emphatic TD methods in the CartPole domain (Fig-
ure 5), which is a classical nonsynthetic control problem. We use tile coding (Sutton, 1995)
to map the four-dimensional observation (velocity, acceleration, angular velocity, angular
acceleration) to a binary vector in R1024 and then apply linear function approximation.
In particular, we use the tile coding software recommended in Chapter 10.1 of Sutton and
Barto (2018). We benchmark Algorithm 4 and its β-variant (cf. (9)), following the same hy-
perparameter tuning protocol as in Baird’s counterexample. We use γ = 0.99 and i(s) = 1.
The target policy is a softmax policy with temperature τ = 0.01. The behavior policy
is a ε-softmax policy with ε = 0.95 and τ = 1. In other words, at each time step, with
probability 0.95, the agent selects an action according to a uniformly random policy; with
probability 0.05, the agent selects an action according to a softmax policy with tempera-
ture τ = 1. We grant large randomness to the behavior policy to enlarge the off-policyness
of the problem, making it more challenging. We evaluate the agent every 5 × 103 steps
during the training process for 10 episodes and report the averaged undiscounted episodic
return. Figure 6 (Left) investigates the effect of different truncation length. We recall
that the learning rate α is tuned from Λα maximizing the evaluation return at the end of
the training. With n = ∞ (i.e., no truncation), the agent barely learns anything. With
n = 0 (i.e., naive off-policy expected SARSA without followon trace), the agent reaches a
reasonable performance level but using n = 4 performs better. Using n = 2 performs better
than using n = 4 in the middle of the training but the performance drops near the end
of the training. We conjecture that this may suggest that a truncation length of 2 is not
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enough to stabilize the off-policy training in the tested problem. We note that being able to
achieve a reasonable performance with n = 0 does not mean there is no stability issue with
n = 0, since divergence to infinity and failing to learn at all is not the only consequence of
instability. For example, the iterates can also chatter in a bounded region (Gordon, 1996,
2001), which might be accountable for the early plateau of the curve with n = 0. Increasing
n improves stability and might help escape from the early plateau. Figure 6 (Right) further
investigates the soft truncation using (9). We recall that β is tuned from {0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8}.
Using the soft truncation with β = 0.2 performs similar to using the hard truncation with
n = 4. It can, however, be computed that the data points of the curve with β = 0.2 has
an average variance around 1.8× 104 while that of n = 4 is around 7× 103. This suggests
that our proposed hard truncation might be a better option for variance reduction than the
existing soft truncation for the tested problem.
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Figure 6: Truncated Emphatic Expected SARSA and its β-variant in the CartPole domain.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the two open problems in emphatic TD methods simultaneously
by using truncated followon traces. Our analysis is limited to ETD(0) but the extension
to ETD(λ) is straightforward, which we leave for future work. The idea of using trun-
cated traces as a variance reduction technique can also be applied to other trace-based
off-policy RL algorithms, e.g., GTD(λ) (Maei, 2011), and other variants of followon traces,
e.g., ETD(λ, β) and NETD, which we also leave for future work. In this paper, we mainly
focused on value-based methods. A possibility for future work is to equip followon-trace-
based actor-critic algorithms (e.g., Imani et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2020b) with the truncated
followon trace. Further, similar to the canonical approximate value iteration, bounding the
performance of the fixed points of emphatic approximate value iteration also remains an
open problem. In this paper, we restricted our empirical study to linear function approxima-
tion. Empirically investigating truncated emphatic TD methods with large neural networks
like Jiang et al. (2021) is also a possibility for future work.
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Appendix A. ODE-Based Convergent Results

A.1 Proposition 4.8 of Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996)

Consider the iterates {wt} evolving in RK defined as

wt+1
.
= wt + αt (A(Ot)wt + b(Ot)) ,

where {Ot} denote a Markov chain in a space O, {αt} is a sequence of learning rates, A
and b are functions from O to RK×K and RK respectively.

Assumption A.1 {αt} is a deterministic, positive, nonincreasing sequence such that∑
t

αt =∞,
∑
t

α2
t <∞.

Assumption A.2 The chain {Ot} adopts a unique invariant distribution denoted by dO.

Assumption A.3 The matrix Ā
.
= EOt∼dO [A(Ot)] is n.d..

Assumption A.4 supo∈O ‖A(o)‖ <∞, supo∈O ‖b(o)‖ <∞

Assumption A.5 There exist constants C0 > 0 and κ ∈ (0, 1) such that∥∥E [A(Ot)]− Ā
∥∥ ≤ C0κ

t,∥∥E [b(Ot)]− b̄
∥∥ ≤ C0κ

t,

where b̄
.
= EOt∼dO [b(Ot)].

Theorem 13 Let Assumptions A.1 - A.5 hold. Then

lim
t→∞

wt = Ā−1b̄ a.s..

A.2 Theorem 13 of Benveniste et al. (1990)

Consider the iterates {wt} evolving in RK defined as

wt+1
.
= wt + αtH(wt, Ot+1), (20)

where
{
Ot ∈ RL

}
are random variables, {αt} is a sequence of learning rates, H is a function

from RK × RL to RK . We use Ft to denote the σ-field generated by {w0, O0, O1, . . . , Ot}
and make the following assumptions:
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Assumption A.6 {αt} is a deterministic, positive, nonincreasing sequence such that∑
t

αt =∞,
∑
t

α2
t <∞.

Assumption A.7 There exists a family
{
Pw | w ∈ RL

}
of parameterized transition proba-

bilities Pw on RL such that for any B ∈ B(RK),

Pr(Ot+1 ∈ B|Ft) = Pwt(Ot, B).

Additionally, for any function f defined on RL, we define (Pwf)(o)
.
=
∫
f(y)Pw(o, dy). Here

B(·) denotes the Borel sets.

Assumption A.8 Let D be an open subset of RK . For any compact subset Q of D, there
exists constants C1, q1 (depending on Q), such that for any w ∈ Q and any o, we have

‖H(w, o)‖ ≤ C1(1 + ‖o‖q1).

Assumption A.9 There exists a function h : D → RK , and for each w ∈ D a function
νw : RL → RK , such that

(i) h is locally Lipschitz continuous on D

(ii) νw(o)− (Pwνw)(o) = H(w, o)− h(w) holds for all w ∈ D, o ∈ RL

(iii) for all compact subsets Q of D, there exist constants C2, C3, q2, q3 (depending on Q),
such that for all w,w′ ∈ Q, z ∈ RL,

‖νw(o)‖ < C2(1 + ‖o‖q2),

‖(Pwνw)(o)− (Pw′νw′)(o)‖ ≤ C3

∥∥w − w′∥∥(1 + ‖o‖q3).

Assumption A.10 For any compact subset Q of D and any q > 0, there exists constant
C4 (depending on Q, q) such that for all t, o ∈ RL, w ∈ RK ,

E [I({wk ∈ Q, k ≤ t})(1 + ‖Ot+1‖q) | O0 = o, w0 = w] ≤ C4(1 + ‖o‖q),
where I is the indicator function.

Assumption A.11 There exist a function U ∈ C2(RK) and w∗ ∈ D such that

(i) U(w)→ C ≤ +∞ if w → ∂D or ‖w‖ → ∞

(ii) U(w) < C for all w ∈ D

(iii) U(w) ≥ 0, where the equality holds i.f.f. w = w∗

(iv)
〈

dU(w)
dw , h(w)

〉
≤ 0 for all w ∈ D, where the equality holds i.f.f. w = w∗.

Theorem 14 (Theorem 13 of Benveniste et al. (1990) (p. 236)) Let Assumptions A.6 -
A.11 hold. For any compact Q ⊂ D, there exist constants C0, q0 such that for all w ∈ Q, o ∈
RL, the iterates {wt} generated by (20) satisfy

Pr
(

lim
t→∞

wt = w∗ | O0 = o, w0 = w
)
≥ 1− C0(1 + ‖o‖q0)

∞∑
t=0

α2
t .
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A.3 Theorem 13 of Benveniste et al. (1990) with a Finite Chain

Consider the iterates {wt} evolving in RK defined as

wt+1
.
= wt + αtH̄(wt, Ot+1), (21)

where {Ot} are random variables evolving in a finite space O, {αt} is a sequence of learning
rates, H̄ is a function from RK×O to RK . Without loss of generality, letO .

= {1, 2, . . . , N} ⊂
R. We make the following assumptions.

Assumption A.12 {αt} is a deterministic, positive, nonincreasing sequence such that∑
t

αt =∞,
∑
t

α2
t <∞.

Assumption A.13 There exists a family
{
P̄w ∈ RN×N | w ∈ RK

}
of parameterized tran-

sition matrices such that the random variables {Ot} evolve according to

Ot+1 ∼ P̄wt(Ot, ·)

Let Λw be the closure of
{
P̄w | w ∈ RK

}
, for any P ∈ Λw, the Markov chain in O induced

by the transition matrix P is ergodic. We use dP to denote the invariant distribution of
the chain induced by P . In particular, dw denotes the invariant distribution of the chain
induced by P̄w. We define

h(w)
.
=
∑
o∈O

dw(o)H̄(w, o).

Assumption A.14 P̄w is Lipschitz continuous in w. For any compact Q ⊂ RK and any
o ∈ O, H̄(w, o) is Lipschitz continuous in w on Q.

Assumption A.15 There exist function U ∈ C2(RK) and w∗ ∈ RK such that

(i) U(w)→∞ when ‖w‖ → ∞

(ii) U(w) <∞ for all w ∈ RK

(iii) U(w) ≥ 0, where the equality holds i.f.f. w = w∗

(iv)
〈

dU(w)
dw , h(w)

〉
≤ 0 for all w ∈ RK , where the equality holds i.f.f. w = w∗.

Corollary 15 Under Assumptions A.12 - A.15, for any compact set Q ⊂ RK , there exists
constants C0 (depending on Q) such that for all w ∈ Q, o ∈ O, the iterates {wt} generated
by (21) satisfy

Pr
(

lim
t→∞

wt = w∗ | O0 = o, w0 = w
)
≥ 1− C0

∞∑
t=0

α2
t .
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Proof We proceed by expressing (21) in the form of (20) and invoking Theorem 14. Let

H(w, o)
.
=

{
H̄(w, o) o ∈ O
h(w) o /∈ O

.

Then (21) can be rewritten as

wt+1
.
= wt + αtH(wt, Ot+1),

which has the same form as (20). Here the L in RL is 1 and we consider D to be RK .

Assumption A.6 is identical to Assumption A.12. Assumption A.11 is implied by As-
sumption A.15 via considering C =∞.

To verify Assumption A.7, let

Pw(o,B)
.
=

{∑
o′ δo′(B)P̄w(o, o′) o ∈ O

N (B) o /∈ O
,

where δo′(B) is the Dirac measure, N (·) denotes the normal distribution (we can use any
well-defined distribution on R here). Then Assumption A.7 follows from Assumption A.13.

We now verify Assumption A.8. From Assumption A.14 and the finiteness of O, for any
compact Q, H̄(w, o) is bounded on Q. So h(w) is also bounded on Q. Then the boundedness
of H(w, o) on Q follows immediately.

We now verify Assumption A.9(i). First, for any compact Q ⊂ RK , H̄(w, o) is Lipschitz
continuous in w and bounded on Q. dw(o) is apparently bounded. By Assumption A.13,
for any P ∈ Λw, the chain induced by P is ergodic. It can be easily proved (see, e.g.,
Lemma 9 of Zhang et al. (2021b)) that dw is also Lipschitz continuous in w. The Lipschitz
continuity of h(w) on Q then follows immediately from the fact that the product of two
bounded Lipschitz functions are still bounded and Lipschitz. Since we are free to choose
any Q, h(w) is locally Lipschitz continuous in RK .

We verify Assumption A.9(ii) by constructing auxiliary Markov Reward Processes (MRPs)
and using standard properties of MRPs. To construct the i-th MRP (i = 1, . . . ,K), let Hw,i

denote a vector in RN whose i-th element is Hi(w, o), the i-th element of H(w, o). For any
w ∈ RK , o ∈ O, we define a vector ν̄w(o) in RK by defining its i-th element ν̄w,i(o) as

ν̄w,i(o)
.
= E

[ ∞∑
k=0

[Hw,i(Ok)− hi(w)] | O0 = o,Ok+1 ∼ Pw(Ok, ·)
]
,

where hi(w) is the i-the element of h(w). By definition, ν̄w,i is the bias vector of the MRP
induced by P̄w in O with the reward vector being Hw,i. Since P̄w induces an ergodic chain
under Assumption A.13, ν̄w is always well defined. Moreover, hi(w) is the gain of this MRP.
It follows from Chapter 8.2.1 of Puterman (2014) that for any w ∈ RK and o ∈ O,

ν̄w,i(o) = Hw,i(o)− hi(w) +
∑
o′

ν̄w,i(o
′)P̄w(o, o′) (22)

ν̄w,i = HP̄wHw,i,
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where HP
.
= (I − P + 1d>P )−1(I − 1d>P ) is the fundamental matrix of the chain induced by

a transition matrix P . Define

νw(o)
.
=

{
ν̄w(o) o ∈ O
0 o /∈ O

.

It is then easy to verify that for o ∈ O,

(Pwνw)(o) =

∫
νw(y)Pw(o, dy) =

∫
νw(y)

∑
o′

δo′(dy)P̄w(o, o′) =
∑
o′

νw(o′)P̄w(o, o′).

For o /∈ O, (Pwνw)(o) = 0. For o ∈ O, Assumption A.9(ii) holds since it is just (22). For
o /∈ O, Assumption A.9(ii) holds as well since since both LHS and RHS are 0.

We now verify Assumption A.9(iii). Since dP is Lipschitz continuous in P for all P ∈
Λw and Λw is compact, we have supP∈Λw

∥∥(I − P + 1d>P )−1
∥∥ < ∞ by the extreme value

theorem. Using the ergodicity of the chain induced by P and∥∥X−1 − Y −1
∥∥ =

∥∥X−1Y Y −1 −X−1XY −1
∥∥ ≤ ∥∥X−1

∥∥‖X − Y ‖∥∥Y −1
∥∥,

it is then easy to see that HP̄w is bounded and Lipschitz continuous in w. Consequently,
for any compact Q ⊂ RK , w ∈ Q,w′ ∈ Q, νw is bounded on Q and∥∥ν̄w,i − ν̄w′,i∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥HP̄w −HP̄w′

∥∥∥‖Hw,i‖+
∥∥∥HP̄w′

∥∥∥∥∥Hw,i −Hw′,i

∥∥
≤ C1

∥∥w − w′∥∥+ C2

∥∥w − w′∥∥,
where the constant C1 results from the Lipschitz continuity of HP̄w and the boundedness
of H(w, o) on Q, the constant C2 results from the Lipschitz continuity of H(w, o) on Q and
the boundedness of HP̄w . Since by Assumption A.14, P̄w in Lipschitz continuous in w, the
Lipschitz continuity of Pwνw in Q follows immediately, which completes the verification of
Assumption A.9(iii).

Assumption A.10 is trivial since O is finite, which completes the proof.
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Appendix B. Proofs

B.1 Proofs of Lemmas 1

Proof Let τj
.
= (sj , aj , sj−1, aj−1, . . . s1, a1), Γj

.
= (St−j , At−j , . . . , St−1, At−1),

mt,n(s)
.
= E[Fnt |St = s] (23)

=
n∑
j=0

γjE [ρt−j:t−1it−j |St = s]

=

n∑
j=0

γj
∑

τj∈(S×A)j

Pr(Γj = τj |St = s)E[ρt−j:t−1it−j |Γj = τj , St = s]

(Law of total expectation)

=

n∑
j=0

γj
∑

τj∈(S×A)j

Pr(Γj = τj , St = s)

Pr(St = s)
E[ρt−j:t−1it−j |Γj = τj , St = s]

(Bayes’ rule)

=
n∑
j=0

γj
∑

τj∈(S×A)j

Pr(Γj = τj , St = s)

Pr(St = s)
i(sj)ρ(sj , aj) · · · ρ(s1, a1)

=
n∑
j=0

γj
∑

τj∈(S×A)j

Pr(St−j = sj)Pπ(sj , sj−1) · · ·Pπ(s2, s1)Pπ(s1, s)

Pr(St = s)
i(sj)

=
n∑
j=0

γj
∑
sj

Pr(St−j = sj)P
j
π(sj , s)

Pr(St = s)
i(sj)

Assumption 4.1 implies

lim
t→∞

Pr(St = s) = dµ(s).

Consequently,

mn(s) = lim
t→∞

mt,n(s)

=

n∑
j=0

γj
∑
sj∈S

dµ(sj)P
j
π(sj , s)

dµ(s)
i(sj).

In a matrix form,

mn =

n∑
j=0

γjD−1
µ (P>π )jDµi,

m = lim
n→∞

mn = D−1
µ (I − γP>π )−1Dµi.
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B.2 Proof of Lemma 2

Proof

mn −m =
∞∑

j=n+1

γjD−1
µ (P>π )jDµi

= D−1
µ

 ∞∑
j=n+1

γj(P>π )j

Dµi

= D−1
µ γn+1(P>π )n+1(I − γP>π )−1Dµi

= γn+1D−1
µ (P>π )n+1Dµm,

implying

‖mn −m‖1 ≤ γn+1
∥∥D−1

µ

∥∥
1
‖Dµ‖1‖m‖1 (Using

∥∥∥P>π ∥∥∥
1

= ‖Pπ‖∞ = 1)

= γn+1dµ,max
dµ,min

‖m‖1,

‖fn − f‖∞ ≤ ‖Dµ‖∞‖mn −m‖∞ ≤ dµ,max‖mn −m‖1 ≤ dµ,max‖mn −m‖∞

= γn+1
d2
µ,max

dµ,min
‖m‖1

B.3 Proof of Lemma 3

Proof Let Dfn be a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entry is fn and Dfn−f be a diagonal
matrix whose diagonal entry is fn − f . We have

y>Dfn(γPπ − I)y = y>Dfn−f (γPπ − I)y + y>Df (γPπ − I)y

≤ ‖y‖2‖Dfn−f‖‖γPπ − I‖+ y>Df (γPπ − I)y

≤ ‖y‖2‖fn − f‖∞‖γPπ − I‖+ y>Df (γPπ − I)y

Similarly,

y>(γP>π − I)Dfny ≤ ‖y‖2‖fn − f‖∞
∥∥∥γP>π − I∥∥∥+ y>(γP>π − I)Dfy.

Combining the above two inequalities together, we get

1

2
y>
(
Dfn(γPπ − I) + (γP>π − I)Dfn

)
y

≤‖fn − f‖∞‖γPπ − I‖‖y‖2 +
1

2
y>
(
Df (γPπ − I) + (γP>π − I)Df

)
y
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(Invariance of `2 norm under transpose)

≤(‖fn − f‖∞‖γPπ − I‖ − λmin)‖y‖2

(Eigendecomposition of real symmetric matrices)

≤(γn+1
d2
µ,max

dµ,min
‖m‖1‖γPπ − I‖ − λmin)‖y‖2 (Lemma 2)

As long as the condition (13) holds, the above inequality asserts that

Dfn(γPπ − I) + (γP>π − I)Dfn

is n.d., implying Dfn(γPπ − I) is n.d.. This together with Assumption 4.3 completes the
proof.

B.4 Proof of Theorem 4

Proof Let Ot
.
= (St−n, At−n, . . . , St, At, St+1) be a sequence of random variables generated

by Algorithm 1. Let ot
.
= (st−n, at−n, . . . , st, at, st+1) and define functions

A(ot)
.
=

 n∑
j=0

γj

 t−1∏
k=t−j

π(ak|sk)
µ(ak|sk)

 i(st−j)

 π(at|st)
µ(at|st)

x(st)
(
γx(st+1)> − x(st)

>
)
,

b(ot)
.
=

 n∑
j=0

γj

 t−1∏
k=t−j

π(ak|sk)
µ(ak|sk)

 i(st−j)

 π(at|st)
µ(at|st)

x(st)r(st, at).

Here ot is just placeholder for defining A(ot) and b(ot). Then the update for {wt} in
Algorithm 1 can be expressed as

wt+1 = wt + αt (A(Ot)wt + b(Ot)) .

We now proceed to confirming its convergence via verifying Assumptions A.1 - A.5 thus
invoking Theorem 13.

Assumption A.1 is identical to Assumption 4.4. Assumption A.2 follows directly from
Assumption 4.1. And it is easy to see the invariant distribution of {Ot} is

dO(ot) = dµ(st−n)µ(at−n|st−n)p(st−n+1|st−n, at−n) · · · p(st+1|st, at). (24)

Moreover,

Ā
.
=EOt∼dO [A(Ot)]

=EOt∼dO
[
Ft,nρtxt(γx

>
t+1 − x>t )

]
=
∑
s,a,s′

dµ(s)µ(a|s)p(s′|s, a)E
[
Ft,nρtxt(γx

>
t+1 − x>t )

∣∣∣St = s,At = a, St+1 = s′]
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(Law of total expectation)

=
∑
s,a,s′

dµ(s)π(a|s)p(s′|s, a)E [Ft,n|St = s]x(s)(γx(s′)> − x(s)>)

(Conditional independence and Markov property)

=
∑
s,a,s′

dµ(s)π(a|s)p(s′|s, a)mn(s)x(s)(γx(s′)> − x(s)>) (Using (23) and (24))

=
∑
s,a,s′

fn(s)π(a|s)p(s′|s, a)x(s)(γx(s′)> − x(s)>) (Definition of fn)

=X>Dfn(γPπ − I)X.

In the above equation, we have abused the notation slightly to use Ot to denote random
variables sampled from dO. Similarly, it can be shown that

b̄
.
= EOt∼dO [b(Ot)] = X>Dfnrπ.

Lemma 3 confirms that Ā is n.d., verifying Assumption A.3. Assumption A.4 is obvious
since |S|, |A|, n are all finite. Assumption A.5 follows immediately from the geometrically
mixing rate of ergodic Markov chain. For example,

∥∥E[A(Ot)]− Ā
∥∥ =

∥∥∥∥∥∑
o∈O

(Pr(Ot = o)− dO(o))A(o)

∥∥∥∥∥
≤ max

o
‖A(o)‖

∑
o

|Pr(Ot = o)− dO(o)|

≤ C0κ
t,

for some C0 > 0 and κ ∈ (0, 1). Here the last inequality is a standard result, see, e.g.,
Theorem 4.9 of Levin and Peres (2017).

Note this procedure cannot be used to verify the convergence of the original ETD(0),
where we would need to consider Ot = (Ft, St, At). Since Ft involves in R, Assumption A.4
cannot be verified.

B.5 Proof of Lemma 6

Proof Since i(s) > 0 holds for any s and Pπ is nonnegative, from Lemma 1 it is easy to
see for any n1 > n2,

mn1(s) > mn2(s)

always holds. Then by the definition of fn,

fn1(s) > fn2(s)
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holds as well. In particular, for any n ≥ 1,

f(s) > fn(s) > f0(s) = dµ(s)i(s) > 0.

For any v, we have

γ‖Pπv‖2fn = γ
∑
s

fn(s)

(∑
s′

Pπ(s, s′)v(s′)

)2

≤ γ
∑
s

fn(s)
∑
s′

Pπ(s, s′)v2(s′) (Jensen’s inequality)

= γ
∑
s′

v2(s′)
∑
s

fn(s)Pπ(s, s′)

= v>diag(γP>π fn)v

= v>diag
(
fn − (I − γP>π )fn

)
v

= v>diag
(
fn − (I − γP>π )f + (I − γP>π )(f − fn)

)
v

= ‖v‖2fn − v
>diag

(
(I − γP>π )f

)
v + v>diag

(
(I − γP>π )(f − fn)

)
v

= ‖v‖2fn − ‖v‖
2
f0

+ v>diag
(

(I − γP>π )(f − fn)
)
v

(Using (I − γP>π )f = (I − γP>π )(I − γP>π )−1Dµi = f0)

≤ ‖v‖2fn − ‖v‖
2
f0

+
∥∥∥(I − γP>π )(f − fn)

∥∥∥
∞
‖v‖2

(Property of `2 norm of a diagonal matrix)

≤ ‖v‖2fn − ‖v‖
2
f0

+
∥∥∥(I − γP>π )

∥∥∥
∞
γn+1

d2
µ,max

dµ,min
‖m‖1‖v‖2 (Lemma 2)

≤ ‖v‖2fn − ‖v‖
2
f0

+ κmin
s
i(s)dµ(s)‖v‖2 (Using (14))

≤ ‖v‖2fn − ‖v‖
2
f0

+ κ‖v‖2fn (Using min
s′
i(s′)dµ(s′) ≤ f0(s) < fn(s) )

= (1 + κ)‖v‖2fn − ‖v‖
2
f0

= (1 + κ)‖v‖2fn −
∑
s

v(s)2dµ(s)i(s)

= (1 + κ)‖v‖2fn −
∑
s

v(s)2f(s)
dµ(s)i(s)

f(s)

≤ (1 + κ)‖v‖2fn − κ
∑
s

v(s)2f(s) (Definition of κ and f(s) > 0)

≤ (1 + κ)‖v‖2fn − κ
∑
s

v(s)2fn(s) (Using f(s) > fn(s))

= ‖v‖2fn
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Consequently,

‖Tπv1 − Tπv2‖2fn = γ2‖Pπ(v1 − v2)‖2fn ≤ γ‖v1 − v2‖2fn ,

implying that Tπ is a
√
γ-contraction in ‖·‖fn . Since Πfn is nonexpansive in ‖·‖fn , it is easy

to see that ΠfnTπ is a
√
γ contraction in ‖·‖fn as well.

Further, let Dfn
.
= diag(fn), it is easy to verify that

Πfn = X(X>DfnX)−1X>Dfn .

Consequently,

Anw∗,n = bn (25)

⇐⇒ X>Dfn(γPπ − I)Xw∗,n = X>Dfnrπ

⇐⇒ X>Dfn(rπ + γPπXw∗,n) = X>DfnXw∗,n

⇐⇒ X(X>DfnX)−1X>Dfn(rπ + γPπXw∗,n) = X(X>DfnX)−1X>DfnXw∗,n
⇐⇒ ΠfnTπ(Xw∗,n) = Xw∗,n.

Then,

‖Xw∗,n − vπ‖2fn = ‖Xw∗,n −Πfnvπ‖2fn + ‖Πfnvπ − vπ‖2fn

(Pythagorean theorem)

= ‖ΠfnTπ(Xw∗,n)−ΠfnTπvπ‖2fn + ‖Πfnvπ − vπ‖2fn
≤ γ‖Xw∗,n − vπ‖2fn + ‖Πfnvπ − vπ‖2fn .

Rearranging terms completes the proof.

B.6 Proof of Lemma 7

Proof If (16) holds, then Lemma 6 implies that for any u ∈ ΛM and π ∈ Λπ, Πfn,µ,πTπ is
a
√
γ-contraction in ‖·‖fn,µ,π . We use Xwn,µ,π to denote its unique fixed point. Lemma 3

ensures that X>Dfn,µ,π(I − γPπ)X is p.d.. Similar to (25), it is easy to verify that

wn,µ,π = (X>Dfn,µ,π(I − γPπ)X)−1X>Dfn,µ,πrπ,

from which it is easy to see wn,µ,π is continuous in µ and π since the invariant distribution
dµ is continuous in µ.
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Similar to De Farias and Van Roy (2000), we first define several helper functions. For
any policy µ ∈ ΛM , π ∈ ΛΠ, and η > 0, let

gµ,π(w)
.
= X>Dfn,µ,π(TπXw −Xw)

= X>Dfn,µ,πX(X>Dfn,µ,πX)−1X>Dfn,µ,π(TπXw −Xw)

= X>Dfn,µ,π(Πfn,µ,πTπXw −Xw),

g(w)
.
= X>Dfn,µw,πw (TπwXw −Xw)

= X>Dfn,µw,πw (Πfn,µw,πwTπwXw −Xw),

zηµ,π(w)
.
= w + ηgµ,π(w),

zη(w)
.
= w + ηg(w).

We have

zηµ,π(w) = w

⇐⇒ gµ,π(w) = 0

⇐⇒ X>Dfn,µ,πTπXw = X>Dfn,µ,πXw

⇐⇒ X(X>Dfn,µ,πX)−1X>Dfn,µ,πTπXw = X(X>Dfn,µ,πX)−1X>Dfn,µ,πXw

⇐⇒ Πfn,µ,πTπXw = Xw,

i.e., Xw is a fixed point of Πfn,µ,πTπ if and only if w is a fixed point of zηµ,π. With the same
procedure, we can also show

zη(w) = w ⇐⇒ Πfn,µw,πwTπw(Xw) = Xw.

This suggests that to study the fixed points of emphatic approximate value iteration is to
study the fixed points of zη with any η > 0. To this end, we first study zηµ,π with the
following lemma, which is analogous to Lemma 5.4 of De Farias and Van Roy (2000).

Lemma 16 There exists an η0 > 0 such that for all η ∈ (0, η0), there exists a constant
βη ∈ (0, 1) such that for all µ ∈ ΛM , π ∈ ΛΠ,∥∥zηµ,π(w)− wn,µ,π

∥∥ ≤ βη‖w − wn,µ,π‖.
Proof By the contraction property of Πfn,µ,πTπ,∥∥Πfn,µ,πTπXw −Xwn,µ,π

∥∥
fn,µ,π

≤ √γ‖Xw −Xwn,µ,π‖fn,µ,π .

Consequently,

(w − wn,µ,π)>gµ,π(w)

=(Xw −Xwn,µ,π)>Dfn,µ,π(Πfn,µ,πTπXw −Xw)

=(Xw −Xwn,µ,π)>Dfn,µ,π

(
Πfn,µ,πTπXw −Xwn,µ,π +Xwn,µ,π −Xw

)
≤‖Xw −Xwn,µ,π‖fn,µ,π

∥∥Πfn,µ,πTπXw −Xwn,µ,π
∥∥
fn,µ,π

− ‖Xw −Xwn,µ,π‖2fn,µ,π
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(Cauchy-Schwarz inequality)

≤(
√
γ − 1)‖Xw −Xwn,µ,π‖2fn,µ,π (Property of contraction)

=(
√
γ − 1)(w − wn,µ,π)>(X>Dfn,µ,πX)(w − wn,µ,π).

Since X>Dfn,µ,πX is symmetric and p.d., eigenvalues are continuous in the elements of the
matrix, ΛM and ΛΠ are compact, by the extreme value theorem, there exists a constant
C1 > 0 (the infimum over the smallest eigenvalues of all X>Dfn,µ,πX), independent of µ
and π, such that for all y,

y>X>Dfn,µ,πXy ≥ C1‖y‖2.

Consequently,

(w − wn,µ,π)>gµ,π(w) ≤ (
√
γ − 1)C1‖w − wn,µ,π‖2. (26)

Moreover, let xi be the i-th column X, we have

‖gµ,π(w)‖2 =

K∑
i=1

(
x>i Dfn,µ,π(Πfn,µ,πTπXw −Xw)

)2

≤
K∑
i=1

‖xi‖2fn,µ,π
∥∥Πfn,µ,πTπXw −Xw

∥∥2

fn,µ,π
(Cauchy-Schwarz inequality)

≤
K∑
i=1

‖xi‖2fn,µ,π
(∥∥Πfn,µ,πTπXw −Xwn,µ,π

∥∥
fn,µ,π

+ ‖Xwn,µ,π −Xw‖fn,µ,π
)2

≤ (
√
γ + 1)2

K∑
i=1

‖xi‖2fn,µ,π‖Xwn,µ,π −Xw‖
2
fn,µ,π

(
√
γ-contraction)

≤ (
√
γ + 1)2

(
K∑
i=1

‖xi‖2fn,µ,π

)∥∥∥X>Dfn,µ,πX
∥∥∥‖w − wn,µ,π‖2.

By the extreme value theorem,

sup
µ∈Λµ,π∈Λπ

(
K∑
i=1

‖xi‖2fn,µ,π

)∥∥∥X>Dfn,µ,πX
∥∥∥ <∞.

Consequently, there exists a constant C2 > 0, independent of µ and π, such that

‖gµ,π(w)‖2 ≤ C2‖w − wn,µ,π‖2. (27)

Combining (26) and (27) yields∥∥zηµ,π(w)− wn,µ,π
∥∥2

= ‖w + ηgµ,π(w)− wn,µ,π‖2

= ‖w − wn,µ,π‖2 + 2η(w − wn,µ,π)>gµ,π(w) + η2‖gµ,π(w)‖2

≤ (1− 2η(1−√γ)C1 + η2C2)‖w − wn,µ,π‖2
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Then for all η < η0
.
= 2C1(1−√γ)/C2, we have βη

.
=
√

1− 2η(1−√γ)C1 + η2C2 < 1.

We are now ready to study zη with the previous lemma, analogously to Theorem 5.2 of
De Farias and Van Roy (2000). Note W .

= {wn,µ,π | µ ∈ ΛM , π ∈ ΛΠ} is a compact set by
the continuity of wn,µ,π in µ and π. Let C3

.
= supw∈W ‖w‖ and take some η in (0, η0), we

have for any w

‖zη(w)‖ ≤ ‖zη(w)− wn,µw,πw‖+ ‖wn,µw,πw‖

(wn,µw,πw denotes the fixed point of Πfn,µ,πTπ with µ being µw and π being πw.)

=
∥∥zηµw,πw(w)− wn,µw,πw

∥∥+ ‖wn,µw,πw‖
≤ βη‖w − wn,µw,πw‖+ C3

≤ βη‖w‖+ (1 + βη)C3.

Since βη < 1, we define

W2
.
=

{
w ∈ RK | ‖w‖ < 1 + βη

1− βη
C3

}
.

It is easy to verify that

w ∈ W2 =⇒ zη(w) ∈ W2.

The Brouwer fixed point theorem then asserts that zη(w) adopts at least one fixed point in
W2, which completes the proof.

B.7 Proof of Lemma 9

Proof Recall

Aw = X>Dfn,µw,πw (γPπw − I)X,

fn,µw,πw =

n∑
j=0

γj(P>πw)jDµw i.

According to Lemma 9 of Zhang et al. (2021b), the invariant distribution dµ is Lipschitz
continuous w.r.t. µ in ΛM under Assumption 5.2. Consequently, Assumption 6.1 implies
that Dµw is Lipschitz continuous in w. It is then easy to see fn,µw,πw is Lipschitz continuous
in w, using the fact that the product of two bounded Lipschitz continuous functions is still
Lipschitz continuous. The Lipschitz continuity of Aw then follows easily, so does that of bw.
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B.8 Proof of Theorem 10

Proof Let ot
.
= (st−n, at−n, . . . , st, at, st+1). Define

δw(s, a, s′) .
= r(s, a) + γ

∑
a′

πw(a′|s′)x(s′, a′)>w − x(s, a)>w,

H̄(w, ot)
.
=

 n∑
j=0

γj

 t∏
k=t−j+1

πw(ak|sk)
µw(ak|sk)

 i(st−j , at−j)

 δw(st, at, st+1)x(st, at).

Note here ot is just a placeholder for defining the function g. LetOt
.
= (St−n, At−n, . . . , St, At, St+1)

be a sequence of random variables generated by Algorithm 3. Then the update of w in Al-
gorithm 3 can be expressed as

wt+1 = wt + αtH̄(wt, Ot).

We now prove Theorem 10 by verifying Assumptions A.12 - A.15 thus invoking Corollary
15. Assumption A.12 is identical to Assumption 4.4.

Assumption A.13 is verified by the sampling procedure At+1 ∼ µwt(·|St+1) in Algo-
rithm 3 and Assumption 5.2. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4, it is easy to compute that
the h(w) of Assumption A.13 in our setting is

h(w) = Aww + bw.

For Assumption A.14, the Lipschitz continuity of the transition kernel is fulfilled by
Assumption 6.1. By Assumption 5.2, there exists a constant C0 > 0 such that µw(a|s) ≥
C0 > 0 holds for any w, a, s. Then it is easy to see H̄(w, ot) is Lipschitz continuous on any
compact set Q ⊂ RK .

We now verify Assumption A.15. For any w∗ ∈ W∗, let

U(w)
.
=

1

2
‖w − w∗‖2.

Then Assumption A.15 (i) - (iii) trivially holds. To verify Assumption A.15 (iv), let w̃
.
=

w − w∗. We have〈
dU(w)

dw
, h(w)

〉
=〈w − w∗, h(w)− h(w∗)〉 (Using h(w∗) = 0)

=〈w − w∗, Aww + bw −Aww∗ +Aww∗ −Aw∗w∗ − bw∗〉
=w̃>Aww̃ + w̃>(Aw −Aw∗)w∗ + w̃>(bw − bw∗)
≤w̃>Aww̃ + ‖w̃‖2(C1Lµ + C2Lπ)R+ ‖w̃‖2(C3Lµ + C4Lπ)

=
1

2
w̃(Aw +A>w)w̃ + ‖w̃‖2(C1Lµ + C2Lπ)R+ ‖w̃‖2(C3Lµ + C4Lπ)

=− w̃ (M(w)− ((C1Lµ + C2Lπ)R+ (C3Lµ + C4Lπ)) I) w̃

≤− λ′min‖w − w∗‖2,
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where the last inequality results from the positive definiteness of the matrix

M(w)− ((C1Lµ + C2Lπ)R+ (C3Lµ + C4Lπ)) I

under Assumption 6.2. Assumption A.15 (iv) then follows immediately.

With Assumptions A.12 - A.15 fulfilled, (18) follows immediately from Corollary 15. If
there is a w′∗ ∈ W∗ and w′∗ 6= w∗, repeating the previous procedure yields

Pr
(

lim
t→∞

wt = w′∗ | w0 = w
)
≥ 1− CW

∞∑
t=0

α2
t .

Using small enough {αt} such that

1− CW
∞∑
t=0

α2
t > 0.5

yields

Pr
(

lim
t→∞

wt = w′∗ | w0 = w
)

+ Pr
(

lim
t→∞

wt = w∗ | w0 = w
)
> 1,

which is a contraction. Consequently, under the conditions of this theorem, W∗ contains
only one element.

B.9 Proof of Theorem 12

Proof Readers familiar with Zou et al. (2019) should find this proof straightforward.
We mainly follow the framework of Zou et al. (2019) except for some additional error
terms introduced by the truncated followon traces. We include the proof here mainly for
completeness. We, however, remark that it is the use of the truncated followon trace and
Lemma 8 that make this straightforwardness possible in our off-policy setting.

Let ot
.
= (st−n, at−n, . . . , st, at, st+1). For a sequence of weight vectors (zt−n, . . . , zt) in

RK , define

δz(s, a, s
′) .

= r(s, a) + γ
∑
a′

πz(a
′|s′)x(s′, a′)>z − x(s, a)>z,

g(zt−n, . . . , zt, ot)
.
=

 n∑
j=0

γj

 t∏
k=t−j+1

πzk(ak|sk)
µzk(ak|sk)

 i(st−j , at−j)

 δzt(st, at, st+1)x(st, at).

Note here both ot and zt−n, . . . , zt are just placeholders for defining the function g, and
we adopt the convention that

∏j
k=i(·) = 1 if j < i. Let Ot

.
= (St−n, At−n, . . . , St, At, St+1)

be a sequence of random variables generated by Algorithm 4. Then the update to w in
Algorithm 4 can be expressed as

wt+1 = ΠR (wt + αtg(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)) .
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For the ease of presentation, we define

g(z, ot)
.
= g(z, z, . . . , z, ot),

ḡ(z)
.
= Eot∼µz [g(z, ot)]

as shorthand. By ot ∼ µz, we mean

st−n ∼ d̄µz , at−n ∼ µz(·|st−n), st−n+1 ∼ p(·|st−n, at−n), . . . , at ∼ µz(·|st), st+1 ∼ p(·|st, at).

It can be easily computed that

ḡ(z) = X>Dfn,µz,πz (γPπz − I)Xz +X>Dfn,µz,πz r.

Consider a w∗ in W∗, we have

ḡ(w∗)
.
= Aw∗w∗ + bw∗ = 0.

For any τ > 0, we have

‖wt+1 − w∗‖2

≤‖wt + αtg(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)− w∗‖2 (ΠR is nonexpansive)

=‖wt − w∗‖2 + α2
t ‖g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)‖2 + 2αt〈wt − w∗, g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)〉

=
∥∥wt − w2

∗
∥∥

+ α2
t ‖g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)‖2 (28)

+ 2αt (〈wt − w∗, g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)〉 − 〈wt−n−τ − w∗, ḡ(wt−n−τ )〉)︸ ︷︷ ︸
errt

(29)

+ 2αt〈wt−n−τ − w∗, ḡ(wt−n−τ )− ḡ(w∗)〉, (30)

where we adopt the convention that wt−n−τ ≡ w0 if t − n − τ < 0. Using Lemmas 17 and
18 to bound (28) and (30) yields

E
[
‖wt+1 − w∗‖2

]
≤ E

[
‖wt − w∗‖2

]
+ α2

tU
2
g + 2αtE [errt]− 2αtαλE

[
‖wt − w∗‖2

]
.

Dividing by 2αt in both sides yields

1

2αt
E
[
‖wt+1 − w∗‖2

]
≤ 1

2αt
E
[
‖wt − w∗‖2

]
+

1

2
αtU

2
g + E [errt]− αλE

[
‖wt − w∗‖2

]
.(31)

Using the definition of αt in (19) yields

αλ(t+ 1)E
[
‖wt+1 − w∗‖2

]
≤ αλtE

[
‖wt − w∗‖2

]
+

1

2
αtU

2
g + E [errt] .

For some fixed T , let τ0
.
= min {τ : C0κ

τ < αT }. Using the definition of αt in (19), it
can be easily computed that

τ0 = d ln (2αλ(T + 1)C0)

lnκ−1
e = O(lnT )
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where d·e is the ceiling function. Here we assume T is large enough such that

τ0 < T − n.

Telescoping (31) for t = 0, . . . , T with τ = τ0 yields

αλTE
[
‖wT − w∗‖2

]
≤
T−1∑
t=0

1

2
αtU

2
g +

T−1∑
t=0

E[errt]

=

T−1∑
t=0

1

2

1

2αλ(t+ 1)
U2
g +

τ0+n∑
t=0

E[errt] +

T−1∑
t=n+τ0+1

E[errt]

≤
U2
g

4αλ
lnT + (n+ τ0 + 1)4RUg +

T−1∑
t=n+τ0+1

E[errt], (32)

where the last inequality results from

T−1∑
t=0

1

t+ 1
≤ lnT
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and the first part of Lemma 19. Using the second part of Lemma 19 with τ = τ0 to bound
the last term of (32) yields

T−1∑
t=n+τ0+1

E[errt]

≤
T−1∑

t=n+τ0+1

C5

t−1∑
j=t−n−τ0

αj + C6

t−2∑
k=t−n−τ0

k∑
j=t−n−τ0

αj + C7C0κ
τ0−1


=

1

2αλ

T−1∑
t=n+τ0+1

C5

t−1∑
j=t−n−τ0

1

j + 1
+ C6

t−2∑
k=t−n−τ0

k∑
j=t−n−τ0

1

j + 1
+ C7C0κ

τ0−1


≤ 1

2αλ

T−1∑
t=n+τ0+1

C5 ln
t

t− n− τ0
+ C6

t−2∑
k=t−n−τ0

ln
k + 1

t− n− τ0
+ C7C0κ

τ0−1


≤ 1

2αλ

T−1∑
t=n+τ0+1

(
(C5 + C6(n+ τ0)) ln

t

t− n− τ0
+ C7C0κ

τ0−1

)

≤ 1

2αλ

T−1∑
t=n+τ0+1

(
(C5 + C6(n+ τ0)) ln

t

t− n− τ0
+
C7

κ
αT

)

=
1

2αλ

T−1∑
t=n+τ0+1

(
(C5 + C6(n+ τ0)) ln

t

t− n− τ0
+

C7

2αλκ

1

T + 1

)

≤ 1

2αλ
(C5 + C6(n+ τ0)) ln

T−1∏
t=n+τ0+1

t

t− n− τ0
+

C7

2αλκ

≤ 1

2αλ
(C5 + C6(n+ τ0)) ln

(T − 1) · · · (T − 1− n− τ0)

(n+ τ0) · · · 1 +
C7

2αλκ

≤ 1

2αλ
(C5 + C6(n+ τ0))(n+ τ0) lnT +

C7

2αλκ
.

Plugging the above inequality back into (32) yields

E
[
‖wT − w∗‖2

]
≤
U2
g

4α2
λ

lnT

T
+

4RUg
αλ

(n+ τ0 + 1)

T
+

1

2α2
λ

(C5 + C6(n+ τ0))(n+ τ0)
lnT

T
+

C7

2α2
λκT

=O
(

ln3 T

T

)
.

If there is also a w′∗ ∈ W∗, repeating the above procedure yields

E
[∥∥wT − w′∗∥∥2

]
= O

(
ln3 T

T

)
.
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Consequently,

∥∥w∗ − w′∗∥∥ = E
[∥∥w∗ − w′∗∥∥] ≤ E

[∥∥wT − w′∗∥∥]+ E [‖wT − w∗‖] = O

√ ln3 T

T

 .

Letting T approaches infinity yields w∗ = w′∗, i.e., W∗ contains only one element under the
condition of this theorem, which completes the proof.

Lemma 17 (Bound of (28)) There exists a constant Ug such that

‖g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)‖2 ≤ U2
g

Proof Due to the projection ΠR, we have ‖wt‖ ≤ R holds for all t. By the definition of g,
it is easy to compute that

‖g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)‖ ≤ (n+ 1)ρnmaximax(rmax + (1 + γ)Rxmax)xmax︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ug

,

where imax
.
= maxs,a i(s, a), rmax

.
= maxs,a |r(s, a)|, xmax .

= maxs,a ‖x(s, a)‖,

ρmax
.
= sup

µ∈ΛM ,π∈Λπ ,s,a

π(s, a)

µ(s, a)
.

Assumption 5.2 and the extreme value theorem ensures that ρmax <∞.

Lemma 18 (Bound of (30))

〈wt−n−τ − w∗, ḡ(wt−n−τ )− ḡ(w∗)〉 ≤ −αλ‖wt − w∗‖2

Proof Let w̃
.
= wt−n−τ − w∗, we have

〈wt−n−τ − w∗, ḡ(wt−n−τ )− ḡ(w∗)〉
=
〈
w̃, Awt−n−τwt−n−τ + bwt−n−τ −Aw∗w∗ − bw∗

〉
=
〈
w̃, Awt−n−τwt−n−τ −Aw∗wt−n−τ +Aw∗wt−n−τ −Aw∗w∗ + bwt−n−τ − bw∗

〉
=w̃>Aw∗w̃ + w̃(Awt−n−τ −Aw∗)wt−n−τ + w̃>(bwt−n−τ − bw∗)
≤w̃>Aw∗w̃ + ‖w̃‖2(C1Lµ + C2Lπ)R+ ‖w̃‖2(C3Lµ + C4Lπ)

≤− w̃> (M(w∗)− ((C1Lµ + C2Lπ)R+ (C3Lµ + C4Lπ)) I) w̃

≤− λ′′min‖w̃‖2

≤− αλ‖w̃‖2.
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Lemma 19 (Bound of (29)) Let

errt
.
= 〈wt − w∗, g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)〉 − 〈wt−n−τ − w∗, ḡ(wt−n−τ )〉.

Then for any t and τ ,

‖errt‖ ≤ 4RUg.

If t− n− τ > 0, there exist positive constants C5, C6, independent of t, such that

E [errt] ≤ C5

t−1∑
j=t−n−τ

αj + C6

t−2∑
k=t−n−τ

k∑
j=t−n−τ

αj + C7C0κ
τ−1.

Proof If t− n− τ < 0,

‖errt‖ ≤ ‖wt − w∗‖‖g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)‖+ ‖wt−n−τ − w∗‖‖ḡ(wt−n−τ )‖ ≤ 4RUg.

When t − n − τ > 0, similar to Zou et al. (2019), we define an auxiliary Markov chain{
S̃t, Ãt

}
as

{
S̃t, Ãt

}
: · · · →︸︷︷︸

µwt−n−τ

St−n−τ+2 →︸︷︷︸
µwt−n−τ

S̃t−n−τ+3 →︸︷︷︸
µwt−n−τ

S̃t−n−τ+4 → · · · ,

(
{St, At} : · · · →︸︷︷︸

µwt−n−τ

St−n−τ+2 →︸︷︷︸
µwt−n−τ+1

St−n−τ+3 →︸︷︷︸
µwt−n−τ+2

St−n−τ+4 → · · ·
)

i.e., the new chain is the same as the chain generated by Algorithm 4 (i.e., the chain (St, At))
before St−n−τ+2, after which the new chain is generated by following a fixed behavior policy
µwt−n−τ instead of the changing behavior policies µwt−n−τ+1 , µwt−n−τ+2 , . . . as the original
chain. Let

Õt
.
= (S̃t−n, Ãt−n, . . . , S̃t, Ãt, S̃t+1),

we have

errt =〈wt − w∗, g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)〉 − 〈wt−n−τ − w∗, ḡ(wt−n−τ 〉
=〈wt − w∗, g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)− g(wt, Ot)〉 (33)

+ 〈wt − w∗, g(wt, Ot)〉 − 〈wt−n−τ − w∗, g(wt−n−τ , Ot)〉 (34)

+
〈
wt−n−τ − w∗, g(wt−n−τ , Ot)− g(wt−n−τ , Õt)

〉
(35)

+
〈
wt−n−τ − w∗, g(wt−n−τ , Õt)− ḡ(wt−n−τ )

〉
. (36)
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Using Lemmas 20, 21, 22, and 24 to bound (33), (34), (35), and (36) yields

E [errt] ≤2nRLg

t−1∑
j=t−n

αj + (2RLg + Ug)Ug

t−1∑
j=t−n−τ

αj

+ 2R|A|LµU2
g

t−2∑
k=t−n−τ

k∑
j=t−n−τ

αj + 2RUgC0κ
τ−1

≤ (2nRLg + (2RLg + Ug)Ug)︸ ︷︷ ︸
C5

t−1∑
j=t−n−τ

αj

+ 2R|A|LµU2
g︸ ︷︷ ︸

C6

t−2∑
k=t−n−τ

k∑
j=t−n−τ

αj + 2RUg︸ ︷︷ ︸
C7

C0κ
τ−1

Lemma 20 (Bound of (33)) There exists a positive constant Lg such that

〈wt − w∗, g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)− g(wt, Ot)〉 ≤ 2nRLg

t−1∑
j=t−n

αj .

Proof First, for any t′ > t, we have

‖wt′ − wt‖ ≤ Ug
t′−1∑
j=t

αj

by using triangle inequalities with wt+1, wt+2, . . . , wt′−1 and Lemma 17. It is then easy to
show that g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot) is Lipschitz in its first argument:

‖g(wt−n, wt−n+1, wt−n+2, . . . , wt, Ot)− g(wt, wt−n+1, wt−n+2, . . . , wt, Ot)‖

≤ (n+ 1)(Lµ + Lπ)ρnmax(rmax + 2xmaxR)xmax
µ2
min︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lg

‖wt−n − wt‖ ≤ LgUg
t−1∑

j=t−n
αj ,

where µmin
.
= infs,a µw(a|s). By the extreme value theorem, Assumption 5.2 implies that

µmin > 0. Similarly, g is also Lipschitz continuous in its second argument:

‖g(wt, wt−n+1, wt−n+2 . . . , wt, Ot)− g(wt, wt, wt−n+2, . . . , wt, Ot)‖ ≤ LgUg
t−1∑

j=t−n+1

αj .

Repeating this procedure for the third to n-th argument (wt−n+2, . . . , wt−1) and putting
them together with the triangle inequality yields

‖g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)− g(wt, Ot)‖ ≤ nLgUg
t−1∑

j=t−n
αj .
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Consequently,

〈wt − w∗, g(wt−n, . . . , wt, Ot)− g(wt, Ot)〉 ≤ 2nRLgUg

t−1∑
j=t−n

αj .

Lemma 21 (Bound of (34))

〈wt − w∗, g(wt, Ot)〉 − 〈wt−n−τ − w∗, g(wt−n−τ , Ot)〉 ≤ (2RLg + Ug)Ug

t−1∑
j=t−n−τ

αj

Proof

〈wt − w∗, g(wt, Ot)〉 − 〈wt−n−τ − w∗, g(wt−n−τ , Ot)〉
=〈wt − w∗, g(wt, Ot)− g(wt−n−τ , Ot)〉 − 〈wt−n−τ − w∗, g(wt−n−τ , Ot)〉

+ 〈wt − w∗, g(wt−n−τ , Ot)〉
=〈wt − w∗, g(wt, Ot)− g(wt−n−τ , Ot)〉+ 〈wt − wt−n−τ , g(wt−n−τ , Ot)〉
≤2RLg‖wt − wt−n−τ‖+ Ug‖wt − wt−n−τ‖

≤(2RLg + Ug)Ug

t−1∑
j=t−n−τ

αj

Lemma 22 (Bound of (35))

E
[〈
wt−n−τ − w∗, g(wt−n−τ , Ot)− g(wt−n−τ , Õt)

〉]
≤ 2R|A|LµU2

g

t−2∑
k=t−n−τ

k∑
j=t−n−τ

αj

Proof Let Σt−n−τ
.
= (w0, w1, . . . , wt−n−τ , S0, A0, . . . , St−n−τ+1, At−n−τ+1). We have

E
[〈
wt−n−τ − w∗, g(wt−n−τ , Ot)− g(wt−n−τ , Õt)

〉]
=E

[
E
[〈
wt−n−τ − w∗, g(wt−n−τ , Ot)− g(wt−n−τ , Õt)

〉
| Σt−n−τ

]]
(Law of total expectation)

=E
[〈
wt−n−τ − w∗,E

[
g(wt−n−τ , Ot)− g(wt−n−τ , Õt) | Σt−n−τ

]〉]
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(Conditional independence)

≤E
[
‖wt−n−τ − w∗‖

∥∥∥E [g(wt−n−τ , Ot)− g(wt−n−τ , Õt) | Σt−n−τ
]∥∥∥]

≤2RE
[∥∥∥E [g(wt−n−τ , Ot)− g(wt−n−τ , Õt) | Σt−n−τ

]∥∥∥]
≤2R|A|LµU2

g

t−2∑
k=t−n−τ

k∑
j=t−n−τ

αj ,

where the last inequality comes from Lemma 23.

Lemma 23∥∥∥E [g(wt−n−τ , Ot)− g(wt−n−τ , Õt) | Σt−n−τ
]∥∥∥ ≤ |A|LµU2

g

t−2∑
k=t−n−τ

k∑
j=t−n−τ

αj

Proof In the proof of this lemma, all expectations (E) and probabilities (Pr) are conditioned
on Σt−n−τ . We suppress this condition in the presentation for improving readability. Given
t, n, τ,Σt−n−τ , for any time step j such that t − n − τ + 1 ≤ j ≤ t, we use Wj ⊂ RK to
denote the set of all possible values of wj . It is easy to see that Wj is always a finite set
depending on t, n, τ,Σt−n−τ . This allows us to use summation instead of integral to further
improve readability. We have∥∥∥E [g(wt−n−τ , Õt)− g(wt−n−τ , Ot)

]∥∥∥
=

∥∥∥∥∥∑
ot

(
Pr
(
Õt = ot

)
− Pr(Ot = ot)

)
g(wt−n−τ , ot)

∥∥∥∥∥
(Conditional independence of Ot and Õt given Σt−n−τ )

≤Ug
∑
ot

∣∣∣Pr
(
Õt = ot

)
− Pr(Ot = ot)

∣∣∣ .
In the rest of this proof we bound

∣∣∣Pr
(
Õt = ot

)
− Pr(Ot = ot)

∣∣∣. To start,

Pr(Ot = ot)

=
∑

zt−1∈Wt−1

Pr(wt−1 = zt−1, At = at, St+1 = st+1, St−n = st−n, . . . , St = st)

(Law of total probability)

=
∑
zt−1

Pr

(
At = at, St+1 = st+1 |

St−n=st−n
...

St=st
wt−1=zt−1

)
Pr
(
wt−1 = zt−1 |

St−n=st−n
...

St=st

)
Pr(St−n = st−n, . . . , St = st)
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(Chain rule of joint distribution)

=
∑
zt−1

µzt−1(at|st)p(st+1|st, at) Pr
(
wt−1 = zt−1 |

St−n=st−n
...

St=st

)
Pr(St−n = st−n, . . . , St = st).

Further,

Pr
(
Õt = ot

)
=µwt−n−τ (at|st)p(st+1|st, at) Pr

(
S̃t−n = st−n, . . . , S̃t = st

)
(Definition of the auxiliary chain)

=µwt−n−τ (at|st)p(st+1|st, at) Pr
(
S̃t−n = st−n, . . . , S̃t = st

)∑
zt−1

Pr
(
wt−1 = zt−1 |

St−n=st−n
...

St=st

)
.

Consequently,∑
ot

∣∣∣Pr(Ot = ot)− Pr
(
Õt = ot

)∣∣∣
≤

∑
st−n,...,st,at,zt−1

Pr
(
wt−1 = zt−1 |

St−n=st−n
...

St=st

)
×∣∣∣µzt−1(at|st) Pr(St−n, . . . , St = st)− µwt−n−τ (at|st) Pr

(
S̃t−n = st−n, . . . , S̃t = st

)∣∣∣
≤

∑
st−n,...,st,at,zt−1

Pr
(
wt−1 = zt−1 |

St−n=st−n
...

St=st

)
×(∣∣µzt−1(at|st) Pr(St−n, . . . , St = st)− µwt−n−τ (at|st) Pr(St−n = st−n, . . . , St = st)

∣∣+
∣∣∣µwt−n−τ (at|st) Pr(St−n, . . . , St = st)− µwt−n−τ (at|st) Pr

(
S̃t−n = st−n, . . . , S̃t = st

)∣∣∣)
≤

∑
st−n,...,st,at,zt−1

Pr
(
wt−1 = zt−1 |

St−n=st−n
...

St=st

)
×(∣∣µzt−1(at|st)− µwt−n−τ (at|st)

∣∣Pr(St−n = st−n, . . . , St = st)+

µwt−n−τ (at|st)
∣∣∣Pr(St−n, . . . , St = st)− Pr

(
S̃t−n = st−n, . . . , S̃t = st

)∣∣∣) (37)

Since zt−1 ∈ Wt−1, we have

|µzt−1(at|s)− µwt−n−τ (at|s)| ≤ Lµ‖zt−1 − wt−n−τ‖ ≤ LµUg
t−2∑

j=t−n−τ
αj .
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Plugging the above inequality back to (37) yields

∑
ot

∣∣∣Pr(Ot = ot)− Pr
(
Õt = ot

)∣∣∣
≤

∑
st−n,...,st,at,zt−1

Pr
(
wt−1 = zt−1 |

St−n=st−n
...

St=st

)
×

(
Pr(St−n = st−n, . . . , St = st)LµUg

t−2∑
j=t−n−τ

αj+

µwt−n−τ (at|st)
∣∣∣Pr(St−n, . . . , St = st)− Pr

(
S̃t−n = st−n, . . . , S̃t = st

)∣∣∣)

=|A|LµUg
t−2∑

j=t−n−τ
αj +

∑
st−n,...,st

∣∣∣Pr(St−n, . . . , St = st)− Pr
(
S̃t−n = st−n, . . . , S̃t = st

)∣∣∣.
Recursively using the above inequality n+ 1 times yields

∑
ot

∣∣∣Pr
(
Õt = ot

)
− Pr(Ot = ot)

∣∣∣ (38)

≤|A|LµUg

 t−2∑
j=t−n−τ

αj + · · ·+
t−n−2∑
j=t−n−τ

αj

+
∑
st−n

∣∣∣Pr(St−n = st−n)− Pr
(
S̃t−n = st−n

)∣∣∣
We now bound the last term in the above equation. We have

Pr(St−n = st−n)

=
∑
s

Pr(St−n−1 = s, St−n = st−n)

=
∑
s

Pr(St−n−1 = s) Pr(St−n = st−n|St−n−1 = s)

=
∑
s,a

Pr(St−n−1 = s) Pr(St−n = st−n, At−n−1 = a|St−n−1 = s)

=
∑
s,a

Pr(St−n−1 = s)Ewt−n−2 [Pr(St−n = st−n, At−n−1 = a|St−n−1 = s, wt−n−2)]

=
∑
s,a

Pr(St−n−1 = s)Ewt−n−2

[
µwt−n−2(a|s)p(st−n|s, a)

]
Similarly,

Pr
(
S̃t−n = st−n

)
=
∑
s,a

Pr
(
S̃t−n−1 = s

)
µwt−n−τ (a|s)p(st−n|s, a).
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Consequently,∑
st−n

∣∣∣Pr(St−n = st−n)− Pr
(
S̃t−n = st−n

)∣∣∣
=
∑
s,a

∣∣∣Pr(St−n−1 = s)Ewt−n−2

[
µwt−n−2(a|s)

]
− Pr

(
S̃t−n−1 = s

)
µwt−n−τ (a|s)

∣∣∣
≤
∑
s,a

∣∣∣Pr(St−n−1 = s)Ewt−n−2

[
µwt−n−2(a|s)

]
− Pr

(
S̃t−n−1 = s

)
Ewt−n−2

[
µwt−n−2(a|s)

]∣∣∣+
∑
s,a

∣∣∣Pr
(
S̃t−n−1 = s

)
Ewt−n−2

[
µwt−n−2(a|s)

]
− Pr

(
S̃t−n−1 = s

)
µwt−n−τ (a|s)

∣∣∣
=
∑
s

∣∣∣Pr(St−n−1 = s)− Pr
(
S̃t−n−1 = s

)∣∣∣+∑
s,a

Pr
(
S̃t−n−1 = s

) ∣∣Ewt−n−2

[
µwt−n−2(a|s)

]
− µwt−n−τ (a|s)

∣∣
≤
∑
s

∣∣∣Pr(St−n−1 = s)− Pr
(
S̃t−n−1 = s

)∣∣∣+∑
s,a

Pr
(
S̃t−n−1 = s

)
max
s

∣∣Ewt−n−2

[
µwt−n−2(a|s)

]
− µwt−n−τ (a|s)

∣∣

Since ∣∣Ewt−n−2

[
µwt−n−2(a|s)

]
− µwt−n−τ (a|s)

∣∣
=
∣∣Ewt−n−2

[
µwt−n−2(a|s)− µwt−n−τ (a|s)

]∣∣
≤Ewt−n−2

[∣∣µwt−n−2(a|s)− µwt−n−τ (a|s)
∣∣]

≤UgLµ
t−n−3∑
j=t−n−τ

αj ,

we have ∑
s

∣∣∣Pr(St−n = s)− Pr
(
S̃t−n = s

)∣∣∣
≤
∑
s

∣∣∣Pr(St−n−1 = s)− Pr
(
S̃t−n−1 = s

)∣∣∣+ |A|UgLµ
t−n−3∑
j=t−n−τ

αj .

Applying the above inequality recursively yields

∑
s

∣∣∣Pr(St−n = s)− Pr
(
S̃t−n = s

)∣∣∣ ≤ |A|UgLµ
 t−n−3∑
j=t−n−τ

αj + · · ·+
t−n−τ∑
j=t−n−τ

αj

 (39)

as

Pr(St−n−τ+2 = s) = Pr
(
S̃t−n−τ+2 = s

)
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by the construction of the auxiliary chain. Plugging (39) back to (38) yields

∑
ot

∣∣∣Pr
(
Õt = ot

)
− Pr(Ot = ot)

∣∣∣ ≤|A|LµUg t−2∑
k=t−n−τ

k∑
j=t−n−τ

αj ,

which completes the proof.

Lemma 24 (Bound of (36))

E
[〈
wt−n−τ − w∗, g(wt−n−τ , Õt)− ḡ(wt−n−τ )

〉]
≤ 2RUgC0κ

τ−1

Proof

E
[〈
wt−n−τ − w∗, g(wt−n−τ , Õt)− ḡ(wt−n−τ )

〉]
=E

[
E
[〈
wt−n−τ − w∗, g(wt−n−τ , Õt)− ḡ(wt−n−τ )

〉
| Σt−n−τ

]]
=E

[〈
wt−n−τ − w∗,E

[
g(wt−n−τ , Õt)− ḡ(wt−n−τ ) | Σt−n−τ

]〉]
≤E

[
‖wt−n−τ − w∗‖

∥∥∥E [g(wt−n−τ , Õt)− ḡ(wt−n−τ ) | Σt−n−τ
]∥∥∥]

≤2R
∥∥∥E [g(wt−n−τ , Õt)− ḡ(wt−n−τ ) | Σt−n−τ

]∥∥∥
We now bound

∥∥∥E [g(wt−n−τ , Õt)− ḡ(wt−n−τ ) | Σt−n−τ
]∥∥∥. In the rest of the proof, all ex-

pectations (E) and probabilities (Pr) are conditioned on Σt−n−τ . We suppress the condition
in the presentation for improving readability. Let Ōt

.
= (S̄t−n, Āt−n, . . . , S̄t, Āt, S̄t+1) be a

sequence of random variables such that

S̄t−n ∼ d̄µwt−n−τ , Āt−n ∼ µwt−n−τ (·|S̄t−n), . . . , Āt ∼ µwt−n−τ (·|S̄t), S̄t+1 ∼ p(·|St, At).
Then∥∥∥E [g(wt−n−τ , Õt)− ḡ(wt−n−τ )

]∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥E [g(wt−n−τ , Õt)− g(wt−n−τ , Ōt)

]∥∥∥
=

∥∥∥∥∥∑
ot

(
Pr
(
Õt = ot

)
− Pr

(
Ōt = ot

))
g(wt−n−τ , ot)

∥∥∥∥∥
≤Ug

∑
ot

∣∣∣Pr
(
Õt = ot

)
− Pr

(
Ōt = ot

)∣∣∣
=Ug

∑
ot

∣∣∣Pr
(
S̃t−n = st−n

)
− Pr

(
S̄t−n = st−n

)∣∣∣µwt−n−τ (at−n|st−n)p(st−n+1|st−n, at−n)

· · ·µwt−n−τ (at|st)p(st+1|st, at)
=Ug

∑
st−n

∣∣∣Pr
(
S̃t−n = st−n

)
− Pr

(
S̄t−n = st−n

)∣∣∣
≤UgC0κ

τ−1 (Lemma 11 and the construction of the auxiliary chain) ,
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which completes the proof.

Appendix C. Complementary Plots
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Figure 7: Truncated Emphatic TD and ETD(0, β) in the prediction setting.
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